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Abstract
In recent years', researchers in artificial intelligence have become interested in replicat-
ing human physical reasoning talents in computers. One of the most important skills
in this area is the ability to predict how physical systems behave. This thesis discusses
an implemented program that can generate algebraic descriptions of how systems of
rigid bodies evolve over time. Discussion about the design of this program identifies a
powerful physical reasoning paradigm and knowledge representation approach based
on mathematical model construction and algebraic reasoning. This paradigm offers
a number of advantages over methods that have become popular in the field, and
seems a promising approach for reasoning about a wide variety of classical mechanics
problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Much of human behavior involves interactions with the physical world. From space
flight to microelectronics, some of humanity's finest intellectual achievements have
been directed toward understanding our physical environment and manipulating it
for an amazingly diverse number of different purposes.
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that researchers in artificial intelligence should
seek to replicate human physical reasoning skills in computers. With such abilities,
computers might provide intelligent assistance to engineers, interact more effectively
with their physical environment, and better understand the physical metaphors that
underlie much of human cognition.
Physical reasoning can be separated into two broad categories: design and analy-
sis. Analysis represents the ability to understand how physical systems behave, while
design represents the ability to create physical systems that act in some desired fash-
ion. Both exist as areas of active interest in the artificial intelligence community;
however, much of the work to date, including this thesis, has focused on the analysis
portion of the task. The reason is quite simply that in human experience, understand-
ing physical systems has been essential to effectively manipulating them to meet our
goals.
In the analysis of physical systems, computers have traditionally played the limited
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role of performing numerical simulation from mathematical models. While this has
been immensely useful, computers have been much less successful at higher level tasks
such as creating the mathematical models to simulate, and interpreting the results.
Furthermore, there are many cases where numerical reasoning is inappropriate or
impossible: for example, situations where information is incomplete. Such cases are
common in the early stages of design, and when parameters of real world systems are
difficult to measure. A related drawback to numerical reasoning is that the results
are too specific to generalize in any way.
In the quest to extend computers' physical reasoning skills, researchers have used
the abilities of human engineers as a source of inspiration. Engineers are physical
reasoning specialists: they combine common sense intuitions, formal training, and
expertise from practical experience to attack the complexity of physical systems.
Examples of human skills that artificial intelligence researchers have sought to emulate
include:
* Reasoning at multiple levels of abstraction
* Accommodating incomplete information
* Constructing models of physical systems that simplify reasoning by describing
properties relevant to the task at hand, but at the same time hiding irrelevant
complexity.
* Solving problems efficiently by adapting solutions from past experience.
In addition to examining the reasoning paradigms used by engineers, researchers
have also sought to duplicate the physical domain knowledge that people bring to bear
on physical reasoning tasks. In particular, many have studied physical intuitions:
those skills that allow even people with no formal training to interact effectively
with their physical environment. In addition to their power in supporting everyday
activities, this kind of common sense reasoning often guides engineers, the physical
reasoning elite, in their application of more formal methods of analysis.
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1.2 Project Goals
'The goal of this thesis was to investigate methods for solving analysis problems in
classical mechanics. There were several reasons behind this choice of problem domain.
One of the main motivations was that classical mechanics explains a large portion
of the physical phenomena that people encounter in their regular activities. For this
reason, methods for analyzing problems in this domain might offer a wide range of
potential applications.
For the same reason, people have highly developed intuitions about mechanics that
.help them understand other physical sciences. This suggests that studying classical
mechanics might offer insights into reasoning effectively about other domains. Yet
another reason for examining this domain is that as a result of centuries of study, peo-
ple understand classical mechanics exceptionally well. This allows research to focus
on issues solely related to transferring an understanding of the domain to computers.
Lastly, despite the fact that mechanics scenarios are relatively simple to describe, they
are capable of producing an interestingly complex array of behavior that challenges
the state of the art.
Given the focus of this thesis on classical mechanics, my research has specifically
addressed three elements:
* Formalizing the knowledge required to understand classical mechanics.
* Representing this knowledge in an effective manner
* Developing inference techniques that can effectively apply represented domain
knowledge to solving analysis problems
One of the primary difficulties in investigating these aspects remains the fact
that, despite the wealth of formal methods for analyzing the domain, much of hu-
man performance depends on poorly understood intuitions. Some of the challenges
in automating classical mechanics reasoning therefore include substituting appropri-
ate computer knowledge and inference methods for human physical intuitions, and
interfacing these with the field's traditional formal methods.
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Complicating this effort is the fact that computers display a very different set of
strengths and weaknesses from people. This opens the door to certain powerful ap-
proaches, such as computationally intensive algebraic techniques, but also complicates
efforts to duplicate many human problem solving faculties.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This document describes research efforts toward the goals presented in the previous
section. The next chapter describes AMES (Algebraic MEchanics Simulator), an
implemented program that can reason about a limited range of classical mechanics
problems. The chapter that follows distills the key features from AMES' design and
illustrates how these principles might be generalized to expand the system's reasoning
capabilities. This discussion also highlights many of the strengths and weaknesses of
AMES' approach to physical analysis.
Chapter 4 builds on this evaluation of AMES' abilities by outlining some areas
for future research. Following this, the last two chapters of the thesis look at how my
research relates to other work in the field, and provide some concluding remarks.
18
Chapter 2
AMES System Description
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a description of AMES (Algebraic MEchanics Simulator). AMES
is an implemented software system that can predict the behavior of a small range of
scenarios from classical mechanics. It was designed to explore issues in effectively
capturing and applying knowledge about this domain.
The next section describes the specific tasks and issues that AMES was designed
to address. Section 2.3 provides an overview of the major features of AMES' design.
Section 2.4 demonstrates how these elements interact in analyzing an introductory
example. Following this is a detailed description of the system's architecture. Finally,
the chapter ends with some examples that illustrate the range of AMES' capabilities.
2.2 Task Description
The previous chapter explained that the goal of this research project was to study
knowledge, representations, and inference methods for reasoning about classical me-
chanics. The AMES program addresses these objectives by focusing on a single task:
generating descriptions of how classical mechanics systems evolve from specifications
of their initial conditions. This simulation problem was ideal for two reasons. First,
understanding how systems evolve over time is a fundamental component of most
19
reasoning tasks in classical mechanics. Second, although simulation requires thor-
ough knowledge of the domain, the problem model itself is relatively simple and
constrained.
Note that two features differentiate AMES from numerical simulators, despite the
fact that they share behavior prediction as their objective. First, AMES' input con-
sists of high level information appropriate for discussing classical mechanics systems:
the objects in the scenario, and the values of their various static and dynamic at-
tributes like shape, velocity, and field strength. AMES must therefore understand the
relationship between system characteristics and the behaviors they generate. Numer-
ical simulators, on the other hand require mathematical models and initial variable
values as input. The user must do all the reasoning about behavior in the domain to
create these models; therefore, the simulators themselves have no physical knowledge.
The second major difference from numerical simulators is that AMES was de-
signed to accommodate information at a level of detail comparable to that found in
introductory mechanics textbook problems. In particular, AMES handles scenarios
described using algebraic, as opposed to numerical quantities. This is interesting from
a research perspective for the same reason that educators teach the material in this
fashion. Algebraic quantification accommodates a degree of incomplete information,
allows one to generalize over ranges of parameter values, and produces not only so-
lutions, but also the factors on which they depend. The ability to use algebraic, as
opposed to numerical reasoning, therefore, appears important to emulating some of
the human skills that have inspired researchers in physical reasoning.
Due to the limited resources for this project, however, AMES reasons about only
a narrow subset of the classical mechanics domain: frictionless two-dimensional rigid
bodies with no rotational degrees of freedom. Furthermore, although the system
detects collisions, it does not predict their consequences. Lastly, AMES cannot ac-
commodate ambiguity in the possible behaviors a physical system might exhibit. This
kind of situation can occur whenever there is insufficiently detailed information about
the values of the parameters of physical systems.
While the scope of these abilities is fairly narrow, this problem domain was still
20
sufficiently complex to raise issues of very general interest. Subsequent chapters will
outline how the principles learned from this simple system's design can be extended
to overcome many of the prototype's defects and limitations.
The following two sections outline the key elements of AMES' architecture, and
present a brief illustration of how they work together to solve a simple mechanics
problem. Section 2.5 elaborates on this with a much more detailed description of the
system's reasoning, and more complex examples.
2.3 Design Overview
This section describes the high level organization of the Algebraic MEchanics Simu-
Ilator (AMES). As mentioned in the previous section, AMES was designed to predict
the behavior o:f mechanics systems from physical descriptions of their initial configu-
rations.
AMES shares the same general reasoning paradigm as numerical simulators. It
predicts the behavior of physical systems incrementally: information about each suc-
cessive time interval in a scenario's evolution comes from the analysis of its prede-
cessor. A unique feature about AMES, however, is that the granularity of simulation
time intervals is much more coarse that those in numerical simulation. While numer-
ical simulators reason about the changes that occur over very small fixed length time
intervals, AMES reasons about changes that occur over longer variable durations of
time called qualitative states.
In AMES, a qualitative state is a period of time over which one can describe the
evolution of a physical system using a single mathematical model. This notion is
therefore sensitive to the power of the mathematical infrastructure supporting the
simulator, as well as the fundamental complexity of each physical system's behavior.
The reason such states are termed "qualitative" in nature is that changes in what
people recognize as the high level behaviors of a physical system typically translate
into changes in the mathematics required to model them. For example, one might in-
formally judge static and sliding friction to be qualitatively distinct behaviors. AMES'
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knowledge-base would represent a similar distinction, though the criterion would be
more objective: a transition between the two conditions implies a change in the math-
ematical description of frictional force. For the static case, friction balances all other
forces in the direction parallel to the contact generating the force, in the contact
frame of reference. Sliding friction, however is proportional to contact normal force,
and is directed opposite the direction of relative motion.
The definition of qualitative states in terms of mathematical models is more than
an attempt at formalizing informal notions of qualitative distinctiveness, however.
The main reason for this manner of partitioning simulation histories is that AMES
constructs mathematical models to reason about the behavior of physical systems. It
is not always the case, however, that a single model can describe the entire evolution
of a system. Therefore, AMES must partition its envisioning into intervals over which
individual models hold.
Given this kind of reasoning scheme, the central element in AMES' simulation
procedure is naturally the individual qualitative state analysis: the process by which
AMES models a system's behavior during a state, reasons about how that state ends,
and generates information to support similar analysis of its successor. Each successive
application of this procedure pushes the simulation another qualitative state further
into the future. Note that although AMES operates at a higher level of abstraction,
this organization of reasoning is very similar to that found in Qualitative Simulation
[211: a technique for qualitatively solving systems of differential equations.
As was just mentioned, the state analysis process begins with constructing a
mathematical model that describes how attributes of a physical system will evolve over
the course of that state. Model construction proceeds in several stages. Figure 2.3
illustrates the organization of the process. The schematic reflects both the structure of
domain knowledge within AMES, and the flow of information during model assembly.
Each module in the state analysis examines a different aspect of a physical system,
and each can generate information of three different types. Modules may conclude
qualitative information about the current state: for example, that contact between
two objects exist. Modules can also generate quantitative information: sets of con-
22
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Module Description
Contact Analysis Determines the contacts in the scenario
Kinematics Determines restrictions on bodies motions
Dynamics Describes the forces in the scenario
Point Mass Mechanics Applies Newton's laws, and relates motion
attributes to each other
Reference Frame Semantics Relates quantities measured in different
reference frames
Coordinate System Semantics Relates quantities measured in different co-
ordinate systems
Table 2.1: Module Descriptions
straints to incorporate into the mathematical model of the state. Finally, modules
may generate state termination conditions: specifications of the events that would
force changes to the model. Table 2.3 summarizes the role of each analysis module
in AMES.
Once AMES generates a mathematical model of a qualitative state, the next step
is to determine when and how the state ends. As previously mentioned, during the
model construction phase, analysis modules generate state termination conditions
that indicate when each part of the model contributed by those modules becomes
invalid.
AMES therefore detects the end of the state by simply solving for when, if ever,
the first state termination condition occurs. Then, AMES uses the current model
to solve for the initial configuration of the subsequent state. The analysis of the
next qualitative state uses these initial conditions along with information about the
transition that created the state change as input.
The next section outlines the how AMES follows the above pattern of reasoning
to analyze a simple physical scenario. The section after that explores the details of
AMES' operation.
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the top of the plane, it can use the same model for reasoning about the scenario as
long as the particle contacts that particular side of the incline. The range of validity
of the model also determines the scope of the qualitative state, by definition.
From the contact configuration, AMES can deduce information about the state's
kinematics and dynamics. Since the state lasts as long as the contact is present, it is
possible to add equations to the model that establish that the particle's velocity will
be tangential to the top of the incline. The usefulness of this information resides in
the way it constrains the value of the normal forces between the bodies.
In analyzing the situation's dynamics, the existence of the contact establishes
the existence of contact forces. From AMES' knowledge about these forces, it asserts
that their direction is perpendicular to the contacting surfaces. The magnitude of the
contact forces comes indirectly from the kinematic constraint: they take on whatever
value is necessary to keep the particle moving tangentially to the surface of the incline.
This is AMES' method for defining the behavior of compensating forces.
Note, however, that this model is not always accurate: contact normal forces
only repel. Therefore, if there were a force that pulled the two bodies apart, the
normal force could not resist. The particle would acquire velocity away from the
incline, and therefore not move tangentially to its surface, producing a contradiction.
This is where reasoning about model limitations enters. AMES handles the potential
problem by having a termination condition that states that the model must change
if it predicts attractive contact normal forces.
The other element to the system's dynamics, aside from the contact forces, are
the gravitational forces. AMES has knowledge that gravity acts on each rigid body in
the scenario with a value equal to the product of the field's strength and each body's
mass.
At this time, AMES has all behaviors in the scenario reduced to information about
forces, and constraints on bodies' motions. It can therefore proceed to apply Newton's
laws by relating action-reaction force pairs, and performing free body analysis of each
body. This stage of analysis also adds to the model information about the derivative
relationships between positions, velocities and accelerations.
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The last step in the model construction process is to add reference frame and
coordinate system conversions. These are necessary because AMES' model typically
has multiple variables representing different ways of measuring the same attributes.
This apparent redundancy is useful because it is very convenient to discuss contacts,
for example, in terms of relative motions between contacting bodies in parametric
coordinates, while it may be more natural to discuss other behaviors, such as Newton's
second law, in terms of inertial reference frames and cartesian coordinates.
When the modeling process is complete, AMES turns to reasoning about state
change. The mathematical model it generated is only valid as long as the same
contact configuration persists. AMES therefore has two types of conditions on the
duration of the initial qualitative state: conditions that establish that no new contacts
occur, and conditions that establish how long the existing contact persists. In this
case, it is clear that no new contacts occur, since the only other possible contacts are
between the particle and the other sides of the incline: these cannot happen since
the sides occupy mutually exclusive portions of space. The old contact, on the other
hand has 3 potential ways to end: the particle can move off the end at either the top
or the bottom, or it might fly off in the middle.
The first two conditions are constraints on position, while the normal force magni-
tude constraint that was mentioned earlier implements the last condition. In the case
of this scenario, AMES has enough information to solve for the fact that the particle
in fact slides off the bottom of the incline. The state change therefore involves an end
to the contact, and the next state has an empty contact configuration.
The analysis of the next state therefore concludes that the particle is in free
fall. Furthermore, the direction of the particle's motion is such that new contacts
are impossible. Therefore, the free fall state never terminates and the simulation is
complete.
27
2.5 Detailed System Description
2.5.1 Overview
This section describes AMES' simulation procedure in detail. Note, however, that
the implemented system queries the user for all mathematical reasoning tasks. The
reason for this was that automated algebraic reasoning is fairly well understood, and
therefore efforts in this area were unlikely to further this project's research goals. To
ensure that the system's performance is still convincing, however, AMES has its own
representation of mathematical objects, and all quantitative reasoning occurs through
a narrow interface: either solving for the value of a variable or determining the truth
of an expression.
The description of AMES in this section consists of several subsections. Each
subsection illustrates the operation of a different component of the analysis procedure.
The first several describe the different model construction modules. They each discuss
the following aspects of the modules' operation:
* The aspect of physical scenarios that the module examines.
* The inference techniques used to perform the analysis.
* The contributions to the mathematical model of the state.
* The conditions on the validity of the analysis.
After the descriptions of the individual model construction modules, this section
discusses how AMES uses its mathematical models of qualitative states to provide
information for the analysis of their successors. The section closes with a summary
of AMES knowledge about mechanics.
28
2.5.2 Contact Analysis
Scope
As the name implies, the contact analysis module produces a description of the various
contacts between rigid bodies in the current state. This information is critical since
it allows the system to deduce the presence of normal forces and various motion
constraints. In AMES' limited domain, changes in contact configuration completely
determine changes of qualitative state, since the program assumes that all the other
highest level behaviors, namely gravitation and externally constrained factors, remain
constant over the course of simulations.
When a contact exists between two objects, the contact module computes the
locus of relative positions that allow the bodies to remain in contact. The shape of
the contact locus, in turn, allows other parts of the state analysis to find the direction
of surface normal forces, and the range of motions that the impenetrability of rigid
bodies allows.
A very natural way to represent contacting positions is to compute the shapes of
objects in other objects' configuration spaces [23]. This method reduces the problem of
finding contacts in AMES' domain to the geometric problem of determining whether
a point lies on the edge of a two-dimensional shape. Another advantage of this scheme
is that features such as normal force directions remain unchanged by the configuration
space transformation.
Note, however, that the outlines of shapes typically found in mechanics problems
are often discontinuous: for example the discontinuities at the corners of a rectangular
block. This prevents straightforward mathematical characterization of the entire
]ocus of contact positions, and therefore complicates the mathematical modeling task.
AMES' solution, therefore, partitions sets of contacting positions into piecewise simple
segments, where "simple" is defined by the ability of the geometric analysis module
to produce purely mathematical descriptions of each resulting shape. The rest of this
thesis will refer to these subsets of contacting positions as simple contacts.
The contact module therefore describes the set of simple contacts between rigid
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bodies in each qualitative state. Note that unlike many of the other analysis modules,
the contact analysis makes no direct contribution to the mathematical model. Instead,
it provides information to the kinematics and dynamics modules. They, in turn,
interpret the consequences of the contacts in terms of restrictions on bodies' degrees
of freedom, and normal forces between contacting objects.
Inference Methods
AMES employs a straightforward technique for finding simple contacts and computing
their shape. Before the simulation begins, AMES generates descriptions of all possible
simple contacts that can occur between the rigid bodies in the problem scenario.
During the simulation, the contact analysis module describes contact configurations
by maintaining sets of pointers to the simple contacts that are actually present during
each state. AMES actually needs information on all possible contacts since accurate
modeling depends on knowing not only the current contact configuration, but also
what new contacts might appear.
To generate all the possible contacts, AMES considers every possible pairing of
rigid bodies. For each pair, it selects one object to be the "observer". The other
object becomes the "obstacle". Then, AMES computes the shape of the obstacle
in the observer object's configuration space. This gives the shape of the locus of
contacting relative positions for that pair of objects.
Once the obstacle configuration space shape has been computed, the outline of
the shape is decomposed into simple segments: shapes for which the quantitative rea-
soning engine can find mathematical descriptions. The current mathematics module
supports two types of one-dimensional shape primitives: circular arcs and line seg-
ments. Therefore, all configuration space obstacle shapes are decomposed into these.
Note that the decomposition is always possible since all of the rigid object shapes are
also composed entirely from these primitives. Figure 2.5.2 gives a graphical summary
of the contact generation process.
A small subtlety of this process is that the simple contact shapes are stored as
directed paths. The direction information allows AMES to record which side of the
30
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Figure 2-3: Summary of Contact Generation
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K
path corresponds to the exterior of the obstacle object. This information is critical
in determining the direction of normal forces between the contacting bodies.
An additional issue in the contact generation is choosing observer and obstacle
roles for each pair of objects. This choice is actually unimportant in terms of pro-
ducing a correct analysis, since the configuration space computation is commutative
[23]. AMES does, however, use a heuristic to assign the role of "obstacle" to the ob-
ject whose shape most resembles its configuration space shape: it makes the smaller
object the "observer". This makes the analysis somewhat easier for human users to
follow.
During the simulation, AMES checks for the existence of various contacts by
considering the configuration space position of each observer object in the reference
frame of their corresponding obstacles. If the position happens to be on a simple
contact, then the system deduces that that contact appears in the state. Between
states, if there is no evidence that a contact has been broken, then AMES simply
carries the contact into the next state: there is no need to repeat the analysis. Similar
reasoning also applies to predicting the contacts that are not present.
Dependencies
For a particular set of contacts to remain an accurate description of a state, two facts
must hold. First, no existing contact can break, and second, no new contact can
appear. The validity of the contact analysis therefore depends on formal descriptions
of these two conditions. New contacts are easy to detect during the simulation, due
to the extensive processing during the initialization phase: the configuration space
shapes that are generated before the simulation begins indicate the relative positions
of objects that result in contacts. During the simulation, therefore, satisfying the
existence criterion of a simple contact that does not appear in the current state
invalidates the state's contact description and leads to a new state.
Detecting when existing contacts disappear, however, is slightly more difficult.
Every simple contact is a finite length one-dimensional path consisting of positions
that the observer can occupy and still preserve contact. There are therefore two
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different ways to break an existing simple contact: the observer object can move
beyond an endpoint of the contact path, or the observer can move off the path from
some internal point.
The first condition is simple to express mathematically, especially since AMES
uses distances along simple contact paths to describe displacement. Expressing the
second condition turns out to be slightly more involved, however, because of the dif-
ficulty of expressing rigid bodies' tendency to slide against each other. To describe
that behavior, the kinematics module, as will be described below, has a model where
contacting bodies must always stay connected. This means that the state's mathe-
matical model does not permit velocities to have components normal to the simple
contact shape.
The actual state termination condition is therefore expressed in terms of contact
normal force direction. If a contact force must be attractive in order to preserve
contact, then contact breaks. The section on dynamics analysis will explore the
rationale behind this design in greater detail.
2.5.3 Kinematics Analysis
Scope
The concept of impenetrability is a key element of informal descriptions of rigid
bodies. This characterization is incomplete in many ways, however. In particular, it
says little about what mechanism prevents bodies from occupying the same space.
AMES provides this missing information in the kinematics and the dynamics that it
associates with contacts.
The goal of the kinematics analysis is to refine higher level knowledge about
qualitative states into constraints on objects' motions. Within the scope of problems
that AMES addresses, this task translates into converting contact information and
user specified motion restrictions into constraints on rigid body positions. AMES
represents such degree of freedom restrictions with shapes that indicate the loci of
positions that bodies can possibly occupy. These positions might be measured relative
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to any reference frame. This gives the description format the flexibility required to
clearly describe the relative position constraints that arise from contacts.
Inference Methods
The kinematics module collects degree of freedom restrictions from two sources: user-
supplied information about external influences on the scenario (like the "glue" that
attaches things like floors and walls to the fixed frame), and the state's contact
configuration. In the first case, no special inference is required, since the information
comes directly from the user.
Deducing degree of freedom restrictions from contact information is not much
more complex. For each simple contact in the current state, it must be the case
that as long as that contact persists, the bodies must have relative positions inside
the configuration space shape that describes the contact. Therefore, the degree of
freedom restriction has the same shape as the contact locus.
Model Contribution
The kinematics module adds a set of equations to the mathematical model of the
state for every degree of freedom restriction present. In AMES's world of rotation-free
two-dimensional geometry, there are only two types of degree of freedom restrictions:
zero-dimensional and one-dimensional.
In both cases, the motion constraints can be expressed as restrictions on objects'
velocity. Zero-dimensional degree of freedom restrictions imply zero velocity, while
one-dimensional degree of freedom restrictions imply that velocity must always be
tangential to the path restriction: otherwise the object would move off the path.
Note that the reason that AMES uses velocity constraints is that the equations tend
to be simpler to express than the more fundamental position constraints. With the
proper initial conditions, however, the two formulations are equivalent.
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Dependencies
AMES assumes user-specified phenomena persist over the entire course of a simula-
tion, therefore there are no state transition conditions to associate with these. For
kinematic constraints from contacts, the conditions that guarantee contact are suffi-
cient to ensure the correctness of the kinematic analysis.
2.5.4 Dynamics Analysis
Scope
The dynamics analysis determines the forces that act in the current state, and infers
constraints on their values. AMES scenarios can contain three types of forces:
* Gravitational forces: the effects of gravitational fields on rigid bodies.
* Contact normal forces: the repulsive forces that prevent penetration and defor-
mation of rigid bodies.
* External forces: forces from sources other than the participants in the scenario.
These are specified by the user directly, or come from user-specified kinematic
constraints.
Inference Methods
AMES builds dynamics descriptions in two phases. The first phase enumerates the
forces that the current state contains. The second phase produces information on
their values. This subsection discusses the first phase. The following subsection
describes the second.
In AMES's limited universe, it is very simple to deduce the existence of forces.
External forces come from two sources. The easiest to identify are those that the user
specifies directly. For example, a scenario might have a block pushed by some force
'that arises from interactions outside the system: the user must therefore explicitly tell
AMES about the force's existence. The second class of external forces that AMES
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detects come from motion restrictions imposed by outside sources. These motion
restrictions must have reaction forces that provide the necessary constraints.
The existence of gravitational forces are just as easy to infer: the dynamics module
deduces a gravitational force for every unique pairing of a rigid body with a gravita-
tional field. Lastly, AMES postulates an action-reaction pair of contact normal forces
for every contact in the current state.
Model Contribution
AMES adds equations to the mathematical model that describe each force present in
the current state. For user-specified forces, the system simply asserts that the force
has its user-provided value. For forces that enforce user-specified motion constraints,
no equations are necessary: Newton's second law constrains them to have whatever
values necessary to enforce the motion constraints they support. For gravitational
forces, AMES asserts that the force value is the value of the gravitational field, scaled
by the mass of the object on which each force acts.
Only contact normal forces make a somewhat complex contribution to the math-
ematical model. AMES asserts that each contact force has no component tangential
to the contact locus that generates it. In other words, each contact force must have
a direction that is normal to its corresponding contact: hence their description as
"normal" forces.
This definition intentionally leaves undefined the magnitudes of the contact forces.
The reason is that normal forces are compensating forces: they adopt the minimum
magnitude necessary to prevent rigid bodies from penetrating each other. Ensuring
that the bodies move tangentially along the contact locus represents this "minimal"
effort. Therefore, the kinematic constraints determine the normal force magnitudes.
Dependencies
AMES assumes that gravitational fields and external forces are permanent. Therefore,
initial deductions need never be changed. Since their semantics are so simple, those
deductions do not depend on any special conditions for validity.
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Normal forces change with states' contact configurations; however, as long as a
particular set of contacts persists, the above deductions surrounding normal forces
remain valid. Note the formulation of normal forces appears to leave open the possi-
bility of attractive normal forces, when textbook-style knowledge states that normal
forces can only be repulsive. To understand why this is not a problem, recall that
when normal forces become attractive, the contact module understands that this is a
sign that the contact is breaking. The justification is that normal forces would only
be attractive if the bodies had some tendency to move apart. Therefore, qualitative
states always end before normal forces become attractive.
2.5.5 Newtonian Mechanics
Scope
The Newtonian mechanics module is responsible for relating quantities in the state
by applying Newton's laws of motion wherever possible. Note that although there are
three laws of motion, the first law is merely a special case of the second law. The first
law states that objects have uniform velocity unless acted upon by external unbal-
anced forces. The second law states the mass of a body multiplied by its acceleration,
measured from an inertial reference frame, is equal to the sum of the incident forces
on that body. When the sum of the incident forces is zero, the second law is identical
to the first law. The Newtonian analysis module therefore only records instances of
the second and third laws.
In addition to applying these constraints, this module also generates the differen-
tial equations that represent the derivative relationships between acceleration, veloc-
ity, and position.
Inference Methods
The Newtonian mechanics module generates all possible instances of Newton's sec-
ond law by essentially performing a free body analysis of every rigid body. This
involves retrieving all the incident forces on each body from the dynamics module.
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Similarly, it constructs every possible instance of Newton's 3rd law by retrieving from
the dynamics module every action-reaction force pair. Action-reaction pairs can be
identified by their mirrored source-target relationship, and similarities in force type
and point of interaction.
Model Contribution
The Newtonian analysis module generates very straightforward textbook-style equa-
tions for each law instance. For Newton's second law, it asserts that the sum of the
incident forces equals the mass of a body multiplied by its acceleration. For Newton's
third law, it asserts that the values of action and reaction forces are vector negations
of each other.
There is a subtlety worth noting about the process, however. AMES states each
law in a canonical style: it describes all quantities with respect to the fixed inertial
reference frame, using cartesian coordinates. This simplifies the instantiation process,
and relies on the conversion modules to relate the results of the law's constraints to
variables representing differently measured versions of the same physical attributes.
As previously mentioned, this analysis module also contributes equations that
describe the derivative relationships between position, velocity, and acceleration. Note
that neither Newton's laws nor the relationships among motion attributes introduce
new restrictions on the validity of the model of the qualitative state.
2.5.6 Reference Frame Semantics
Scope
This analysis module defines the semantics of reference frames by providing knowledge
about how to convert quantities between reference frames. AMES allows reference
frames to be attached to any rigid body in a scenario. The ability to measure quan-
tities in different reference frames allows compact representations of many aspects of
the behavior of mechanics systems. For example, contact properties are very easy to
describe in terms of relative positions. Relative positions, in turn, can be expressed
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cleanly in terms of one object's position in another's object's reference frame.
Inference Methods
During the simulation, the task of the reference frame conversion module is to add
equations to states' mathematical models that relate variables that represent mea-
surements of the same quantities in different reference frames. Although there are
many ways to accomplish this task, AMES operates by relating all attributes in the
mathematical model to their values measured in a common reference frame: the fixed
frame.
Model Contribution
AMES measures only attributes that describe motion against reference frames. For
each of position, velocity, and acceleration, the conversion equations have the same
format. The attribute's value in the standard frame of reference is the sum of its
value in the non-standard reference frame, plus the non-standard reference frame's
value in that kind of attribute, measured against the fixed frame. If the reference
frame's value in the attribute is not measured with respect to the fixed frame, it
can be obtained by applying the same conversion process. Naturally the conversions
depend on there being some sequence of intermediate reference frame relationships
that eventually terminates with the fixed frame.
2.5.7 Coordinate Systems Semantics
Scope
The coordinate system analysis module contains knowledge about coordinate system
semantics in its ability to mathematically relate measurements of quantities from
different coordinate systems, but identical reference frames.
AMES supports two types of coordinate systems. For two-dimensional spaces,
AMES uses traditional cartesian coordinates. It describes all cartesian coordinate
systems by an offset and a rotation relative to a distinguished coordinate system
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associated with each reference frame.
AMES also supports specialized parametric coordinate systems that I term path
coordinates. Path coordinates simplify problems that involve determining the behav-
ior of bodies that are constrained to move along one-dimensional trajectories. Under
path coordinates, attributes of a system are measured with respect to unit vectors
that are tangential and normal to the trajectory at the location of the constrained
body. The position of the body, however, is measured in terms of distance along the
path.
This system of measurement simplifies calculations since it separates the influ-
ences on a body into components that cause it to translate along its trajectory, and
components that cause the curvature of the trajectory. This arrangement also simpli-
fies the task of reasoning about the effects of compensating forces: those forces that
constrain the body under observation to its designated path.
Inference Methods
The coordinate system analysis module provides the mathematical relationships be-
tween quantities measured in different coordinate systems in much the same way as
the reference frame conversion module. It works by generating equations that relate
all measurements to their analogs measured against their reference frames' standard
cartesian coordinate systems. Combined with the reference frame conversions, the
process allows all different measurements of identical quantities to be mathematically
related.
Again, similarly to reference frame conversions, AMES applies coordinate system
conversions to every quantity in the mathematical model that has been expressed in
a non-standard format. The next subsection discusses the structure of the conversion
equations.
Model Contribution
Conversions of both cartesian and path coordinates occur in much the same way.
The major difference between the two lies in the fact that the rotation and offset of
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Figure 2-4: Coordinate System Conversion
the cartesian coordinate systems in AMES are constant, whereas in path coordinates
they can be variable. The only other difference lies in each system's methods for
measuring displacement.
For both types of coordinate systems, the conversion equations have much the
same format. Displacement requires somewhat special treatment, however. The
diagram below illustrates the general case.
For attributes other than displacement, AMES converts a quantity that has value
Y in coordinate frame B by simply rotating Y by the rotation of coordinate system
B, angle q. AMES must also add the offset vector X when converting displacements.
For cartesian coordinates, AMES reads the offset and angle information from the
description of the coordinate system. For path coordinates, this information comes
from geometric operators that, given the parameterized position of an observing body
along a trajectory, return the path angle and cartesian position.
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2.5.8 Subsequent State Generation
When the mathematical model of a physical system in its current qualitative state is
complete, AMES determines when the state terminates, and generates a description of
the subsequent state. During the model construction process, the system accumulates
a set of preconditions for the model's accuracy. Since states in AMES, by definition,
persist only as long as the corresponding mathematical model remains valid, the
current state terminates when the first model validity precondition fails.
To find this time, AMES simply attempts to solve for the time when each pre-
condition fails. If there are no solutions, then the current state persists indefinitely,
and the simulation terminates. Otherwise, AMES sorts the failing preconditions by
time and considers the set of preconditions that fails first. A mathematical subtlety
is that only those solutions that have times after the start of the state are valid, since
the model itself is not valid before that time.
With the state termination time, AMES solves for the values of the positions and
velocities of all the rigid bodies in the scenario. This information forms the basis for
the initial conditions of the next state. Positions and velocities completely describe
the configuration of the system, and have the property that they are continuous;
therefore, their values do not change across the state boundary. This makes these
attributes adequate for describing system configurations.
In addition to the values of these attributes, the state termination analysis provides
key information about the qualitative properties of the subsequent state, based on the
manner in which the previous state ends (i.e., the model precondition or preconditions
that failed). This is necessary to the simulation process since the period of state
transition is always at the boundary between different behaviors, and the information
necessary to disambiguate them is not always contained in the positions and velocities
alone.
For example, consider the following scenario, where a particle is at rest touching
the underside of a horizontal plane.
For this case, AMES creates an initial state during which the two bodies touch. As
should be clear to the reader, this state terminates immediately; therefore, the initial
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Figure 2-5: Example of State Change Ambiguity
conditions for the subsequent state are identical to the original initial conditions. Ad-
ditional information is evidently necessary for the next state's analysis: in particular,
the system needs to communicate information about how the previous state ended.
In this case, we can exploit the knowledge that the initial state terminates because
the normal force from the plane to the particle would have to be attractive in order to
preserve contact. In other words, there is an applied force on the particle that draws
the bodies apart. Therefore, in the simulation's second qualitative state, AMES can
correctly assume a free fall situation.
This example suggests that position and velocity information are not sufficient to
generate accurate descriptions of states at times of state transition. On the other
hand, no more attributes of the subsequent states can be predicted by the previous
state's analysis, since all other time varying attributes can change discontinuously
across state boundaries. It is therefore important to employ facts about how state
transitions arrive in order to describe new qualitative states.
As previously mentioned, it happens to be the case that for the range of prob-
lems that AMES addresses, only assertions about contacts generate state termination
conditions. Contacts in AMES are binary in nature: they are either present or not
present. After a state terminates, therefore, it suffices to simply reverse the status of
the contacts associated with the conditions that triggered the state change. We can
assume that other contacts remain intact since their termination conditions were not
met, and contact depends on position, which is a continuous attribute.
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Model Component: Contact
Arguments
Rigid body: Bodyl.
Rigid body: Body2.
Simple contact locus between Bodyl and Body2: Contact
Activation Conditions:
position(Bodyl,: wrt Body2) E Contact
Deactivation Conditions:
magnitude(NormalForce) < 0
Qualitative Assertions:
There exists a force NormalForce from Bodyl to Body2.
Mathematical Assertions:
direction(NormalForce) = angle(Contact,: at position(Bodyl,: wrt Body2)) +
position(Bodyl,: wrt Body2)) E Contact
Figure 2-6: Contact Interaction Model Component
2.5.9 Summary
Figures 2.5.9 through 2.5.9 summarize AMES' high level knowledge about the me-
chanics domain. They organize this information according to a representation scheme
called model components that the next chapter will describe in detail. The model
component representation arose from an analysis of AMES' reasoning paradigm and
crystallization of its physical reasoning knowledge.
2.6 Examples
This section demonstrates the methods that AMES uses to analyze physical systems
by discussing the program's ability to solve three sample problems. The examples
illustrate the range of complexity that AMES can accommodate. The discussion
surrounding each problem highlights the elements of the program's approach that
provide its power.
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Model Component: Terrestrial Gravitation
.Arguments:
Rigid body: Body.
Gravitation field: Field.
.Activation Conditions: always
Deactivation Conditions: never
Qualitative Assertions:
There exists a force GravForce from Field to Body.
:Mathematical Assertions:
GravForce = :mass(Body) strength(Field)
Figure 2-7: Terrestrial Gravitation Model Component
:Model Component: Newton's 2nd Law
.Arguments:
Rigid body: Body.
Forces on Body: Forces.
Activation Conditions: always
Deactivation Conditions: never
Qualitative Assertions: none
:Mathematical Assertions
EForces = Mass(Body) Acceleration(Body,: wrt FixedFrame)
Figure 2-8: Newton's Second Law Model Component
.Model Component: Newton's 3rd Law
Arguments:
Force of type Type from Bodyl to Body2: Forcel.
Force of type Type from Body2 to Bodyl: Force2.
Activation Conditions: always
Deactivation Conditions: never
Qualitative Assertions: none
.Mathematical Assertions:
Forcel = -Force2
Figure 2-9: Newton's Third Law Model Component
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Figure 2-10: Particle on a Wedge
2.6.1 Particle on a Wedge
Consider the scenario depicted in figure 2.6.1. Assume that all bodies begin at rest,
and that all contacts are frictionless. The ground's position is fixed, but the particle
and wedge are free to move. Terrestrial gravity is present.
There are a number of complexities in this problem that make it interesting to
examine:
* Solving for the normal force between the particle and the wedge is difficult,
since both are non-inertial reference frames.
* The acceleration of the wedge depends on the magnitude of the normal force
from the particle: a circular dependence.
* It is not entirely obvious whether it is possible for the wedge to slip out from
underneath the particle and break contact.
As this section will discuss, however, application of AMES' methodical approach
generates sufficient mathematical constraints to solve for the unknown forces and
accelerations. This then permits the system to completely characterize all motions in
the scenario. Together, these elements constitute a complete model of the physical
system in its initial qualitative state.
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Given the initial configuration of the scenario, AMES' first step is to identify all
the contacts. It finds the particle contacts the top of the wedge, and that the bottom
of the wedge contacts the ground. Furthermore, there are no initial velocities that
would immediately break contact. This contact information allows the system to
deduce a number of important facts.
In terms of the scenario's kinematics, the contact information allows AMES to
conclude that during the initial qualitative state:
* The velocity of the particle remains tangential to the top of the wedge.
* The velocity of the wedge remains tangential to the top of the ground.
Since the respective surfaces are straight, the derivative relationship between ve-
locity and acceleration implies that the two bodies' accelerations are also constrained
to be tangential to their respective contacts.
In addition to these kinematic constraints, the contact information allows AMES
to conclude the existence of normal force pairs between the wedge and the particle, and
between the wedge and the ground. Also, AMES' domain knowledge constrains the
directions of these forces to be perpendicular to the plane of their respective contacts.
Note, however, that the normal force magnitudes cannot be directly determined at
this time.
Adding to the normal forces, AMES analysis of the scenario's dynamics concludes
that gravitational forces influence all three rigid bodies. AMES can determine both
the magnitude and the direction of each of these forces since it has information about
the bodies' masses and the gravitational field's strength.
At this point, all the high level interactions in the system have been expressed
in terms of the kinematics and dynamics of each individual participant. Therefore,
AMES is in a position to apply Newton's laws to the situation. Newton's third law
equates the magnitudes of the members of each normal force pair. Newton's second
law provides free body analysis of each object.
AMES performs free body analysis with respect to the fixed frame of reference
to avoid the complications of reasoning about the fictitious forces that non-inertial
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Figure 2-11: Wedge Free Body Diagram
reference frames require. Figure 2.6.1 shows the free body diagram for the wedge.
Since the acceleration of the wedge is purely horizontal, the free body diagram pro-
vides enough information to determine that the wedge's acceleration has strength
Npaticl in toward the left.
Mwedge
The free body diagram for the particle is slightly more complex since the direction
of its acceleration in the fixed frame of reference is not entirely clear. Nevertheless,
AMES has enough information to solve for this information. Figure 2.6.1 illustrates
the free body diagram for the particle.
While it may not seem that AMES has enough information to solve for the normal
force Npatide, it actually can. The acceleration of the particle in the fixed frame of
reference Apa,,tidec.fixed = Apa,.ticlu.wedge + Awedgecfized. This comes from AMES'
reference frame conversion knowledge. It is useful since we know that Apartidc.,wedge
is parallel to the top of the wedge, and we know that Awedge-cfived has magnitude
Nprti,, in and is directed leftward.
Mweoge
Therefore, in the vertical direction, AMES has:
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Figure 2-12: Particle Free Body Diagram
Nparticle cos a - Mparticleg
Apartidectuedge
= - MpaticleAparticle+..wedge sin a
Mparticleg - Nparticle cos a
Mparticle sin a
In the vertical direction, by substituting in the above, AMES has:
Npatticle sin a = Mpartice (Aparticlewedge cos a - N sin a
MparticleNpal I( 1+ M it tan2 a)
Npartide
cos a
= particleg sin 2 a
MparticleMuwedgeg cos a
Mwedge + Mpartidc sin2 a
Having solved for Npa,tidc, AMES can obtain each body's acceleration, velocity,
and position versus time. Note that because Npartide > 0 for all time, the particle
does not slip off the top of the wedge. The state therefore ends when either the
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particle reaches the ground or the wedge falls off its edge.
As mentioned earlier, several features make this example both challenging and in-
teresting: non-inertial reference frames, possible changes in contact, and the complex
interaction between particle and wedge. Four key features of AMES' knowledge and
inference methods were critical to its performance on this problem.
First, AMES' use of algebraic reasoning was able to capture the complex inter-
action between the particle and the wedge in the form of a system of equations. In
addition to being an appropriate representation, it allows AMES to takes advantage
of the success that the field of computer algebra has experienced.
The second important feature was AMES' ability to convert between attributes
measured in different reference frames. This allowed Newton's second law to be
expressed simply in an inertial reference frame, while also taking advantage of infor-
mation about accelerations in non-inertial reference frames.
Third, AMES' method of pairing each normal force with constraints on motion
during contact guaranteed that enough information was present to solve for all the
normal force magnitudes. With complete force information, AMES could then solve
for all the motions of bodies and obtain a complete model of the scenario.
Lastly, AMES' knowledge of state termination conditions determined that the
wedge would not slip from under the particle, ensuring that the model of the state
was valid until the particle reached the ground. Though these four features proved
especially useful in this example, they form the basis of AMES' reasoning in all
problems.
2.6.2 Two Blocks in a Corner
This second example emphasizes AMES' ability to uncover and exploit multiple re-
strictions on bodies' degrees of freedom. It addresses the problem of determining the
motions of blocks A and B in the scenario depicted in figure 2.6.2.
Assuming the presence of terrestrial gravitation, and external force F, AMES
easily solves for the motion of the blocks from rest. The key to the program's perfor-
mance on this problem lies in its ability to accumulate motion constraints from each
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Figure 2-13: Corner Problem
contact and relate them using reference frame conversions.
The contact configuration allows AMES to deduce that in the current state, B
moves vertically, A moves horizontally, and that B translates along the top of A.
Therefore, AMES generates equations equivalent to the following:
DA
DB
DB
= (ZA, )
= (, YB)
= DA + (O,I1)+ a(13 ,12 - 11)
With some manipulation,
(O, YB) = (ZA, ) + (, 11) + a(l3, 12 - l)
ZA = -al 3
YB = l + a(l2-l)
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Therefore, the mathematical model that AMES generates completely constrains
the relative positions of blocks A and B during the state. This constrains their
accelerations and allows AMES to solve for their values with the help of Newton's
second law. If N is the normal force between blocks, the law gives:
mBaB = N cos a - m g
mAaA = F -N sin a
Given the ability to express aA. in terms of aBy, there are enough equations to
completely solve the above system of equations.
This example illustrates the manner in which AMES is able to find the net effect
of restrictions on bodies' degrees of freedom by accumulating expressions describing
those constraints in its mathematical model of the scenario. These restrictions prove
necessary for solving for the behavior of many systems.
2.6.3 Particle on a Curved Surface
Consider the situation depicted in figure 2.6.3, where the particle begins at rest at
angle a from the top of the sphere. The sphere is fixed to an inertial frame of reference.
This example demonstrates the generality of AMES' representation of contact
behavior: the formulation that the program uses correctly determines the magnitude
of the normal force from the curved surface. Informal descriptions of normal forces
typically state that they balance the component of applied forces in the direction
normal to the plane of contact. This definition proves inadequate to characterize
contact with curved surfaces, since it fails to account for the centripetal forces that
bend the paths of bodies that slide against such surfaces. In addition, this example
illustrates the usefulness of path coordinate systems, and the normal force test for loss
of contact.
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Figure 2-14: Particle on a Sphere
From the contacts in the initial configuration, AMES' analysis can construct the
free body diagram depicted in figure 2.6.3. The second key ingredient in the analysis
is that the motion of the particle in the current state is limited to the edge of the
circle; AMES describes this elegantly by setting up a path coordinate system on
the perimeter of the circle, and asserting that the particle's velocity in the normal
direction is zero. Combined with the free body diagram, this is enough information
to solve for the motion of the particle.
Using knowledge that acceleration is the time derivative of velocity, AMES can
deduce that the acceleration of the particle in path coordinates must have a normal
component that is R--""' where in general, R would be the radius of curvature of
the trajectory at the position in question.
From this information and Newton's second law, it is possible to deduce that in
path coordinates, when the particle is at position d:
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atangential = gsin (O)
manormangl ential mg cos _ N
The particle therefore contacts the sphere as long as mg cos d- taRetthce > O.
One important note about this analysis is that while AMES can generate the
differential equations that model this scenario, the method assumes that the mathe-
matical engine can solve those differential equations to find out when the state ends
and determine the initial configuration of the subsequent qualitative state. In this
case, the differential equation is non-linear. Often, when students are asked to reason
about this kind of situation, the problems that educators pose do not deal with exact
times. Therefore, energy methods become applicable. AMES, however, has no model
of when it is possible to omit unneeded information from its analysis to simplify the
reasoning task.
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Chapter 3
Extensions to AMES
3.1 Overview
Although AMES can only reason about a very limited subset of mechanics problems,
many of the principles behind its design support a broader range of capabilities. The
current chapter addresses this claim by selecting features from AMES, extracting
general lessons from their design, and suggesting how to extend these mechanisms to
support a wider range of reasoning abilities.
This discussion occurs in two parts. The first section discusses AMES' basic
reasoning paradigm: it looks at issues in knowledge representation and inference
methods. The second section builds on this by examining the task of capturing and
organizing knowledge about the mechanics domain.
3.2 Representation and Reasoning
3.2.1 Introduction
This section has two objectives. The first goal is to characterize AMES' reasoning
methods in a general enough fashion to show how those techniques can accommodate
extensions to the program's domain knowledge, or even application of similar methods
to other domains. This discussion will also highlight the different kinds of knowledge
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that such extensions require, and provide a better understanding of the capabilities
such reasoning techniques can provide.
Building on this examination of the foundations of AMES' reasoning power, the
second goal of this section will be to suggest some ways in which one might adapt
this style of reasoning to accommodate a wider variety of problem models.
3.2.2 Knowledge Representation
Overview
This section examines the different classes of knowledge in AMES, and discusses
both their role in the reasoning process, and various issues in their representation.
A program like AMES manipulates two basic types of information: descriptions of
physical scenarios, and general knowledge about the behavior of their domain.
The remainder of this section uses experience with AMES as a starting point for
discussing useful representation schemes for these two types of knowledge. This is
important for understanding how one might extend AMES' domain knowledge, since
the representations provide a concise description of the kind of information required
to support changes to the program's behavior.
Scenario Representations
In order to reason about physical systems, programs like AMES must be able to
manipulate descriptions of them. This section examines some of the issues raised
during the design of AMES' representation for physical scenarios, and discusses the
types of knowledge required to support the methods that it uses.
Like many knowledge-based programs, AMES describes the systems it reasons
about in terms of objects they contain, and the values of various attributes. Two
features make attributes in AMES somewhat unique, however. First, AMES treats
any measurable property of a physical system as an attribute. Therefore, attributes
need not be limited to describing just individual objects: they may also describe
interactions, such as forces. Other examples of attributes in this style could include
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the velocity of the center of mass of a collection of bodies, or the work one body does
on another over a period of time.
The second distinguishing feature of AMES' treatment of attributes is that the
program explicitly supports the fact that attributes can be measured in different ways.
For example, velocities can be measured with respect to different choices of reference
-frame and coordinate system. Furthermore, when one adds rotational degrees of free-
dom, an additional factor is the point on an object that a velocity vector specifically
describes.
While it is possible to eliminate this complication by adopting conventions for
attribute measurements, the additional expressive power offers several benefits. One
advantage is that it allows more compact and lucid expressions of domain knowledge.
For example, AMES supports both a definition of contact in terms of relative position,
and a definition of Newton's second law in terms of inertial reference frames. Another
'benefit of allowing attributes to be measured in different ways is that it permits the
system to communicate with users in a more intelligible manner: permitting different
·ways to express mathematically equivalent answers can highlight different regularities
in systems' behaviors.
The price of this added expressiveness is that programs that permit multiple
descriptions of the same attribute must understand the relationship between the dif-
ferent formats they support. In particular, algebraically-oriented systems such as
AMES must know the mathematical relationships between different measurements of
the same attribute, since they are an essential part of the quantitative models that
describe systems' behavior. Examples of this knowledge in AMES include not only
reference frame and coordinate system conversions, as mentioned previously, but also
the relationships between position, velocity, and acceleration.
To summarize, designing a scenario description language for a program like AMES
iJnvolves considering representational issues that include the following:
* The classes of objects in the domain
* The kinds of attributes that physical systems can have
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* The types of combinations of objects that each attribute can describe.
* The various ways to measure each attribute
* The relationships between different measurements of the same attribute.
Domain Knowledge Representation
This section characterizes the kind of knowledge AMES requires to predict the be-
havior of mechanics systems, and develops a representation scheme called model com-
ponents that makes both the form of this information and its recommended usage
explicit.
As outlined in the previous chapter, AMES predicts the behavior of physical sys-
tems by constructing mathematical models that describe their evolution. A single
system often requires different models to describe its behavior during different inter-
vals of time, however. One of AMES' chief tasks, therefore, is to reason about the
limits of models' validity, and construct new ones when necessary.
A more detailed perspective on this process comes from considering the configura-
tion space of a physical system: a hypothetical space with dimensions corresponding
to each attribute that helps to uniquely describe the system. From this viewpoint,
the configuration of a scenario at any single time corresponds to a point in its con-
figuration space. A simulation history, in this scheme, is the path a system traces in
its configuration space as it evolves.
Mathematical models, based on knowledge of behavior in the domain, predict the
shapes and speeds of such trajectories. A limitation of these models, however, is that
typically no single one can predict system evolution in all parts of the configuration
space. Therefore, a configuration space might have several regions, corresponding to
the ranges over which different models hold. From a theoretical perspective, AMES'
reasoning process therefore encompasses the following four tasks:
1. Constructing the predictive model for the region of configuration space that a
system inhabits.
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2. Finding the boundaries of that region
3. Solving for when the system will cross one of them.
4. Identifying the region that the system will enter next.
Domain knowledge in AMES addresses all four reasoning steps. Before a program
can reason about systems' configuration spaces, however, it is essential for them to
know the dimensions of these spaces: the attributes that completely characterize the
configurations of physical scenarios. One might also think of these attributes as the
state variables of systems. Note, however, that the notion of "state" here is different
from the qualitative states into which AMES partitions its simulations: the former
describe instantaneous configurations, while the latter are regions of configuration
space over which different behavioral models describes a system's behavior.
Knowledge of the attributes that form a complete set of state variables serves 3
roles in AMES. First, it specifies the information needed to completely describe the
initial conditions of a simulation. Second, and in a similar vein, these are also the
attributes a reasoner must solve for to identify the configuration of a physical system
at the boundaries between behavioral regions. This information is important since
the differential equations that model each qualitative state require a complete set of
initial conditions to be fully constrained. Third, the initial state variable values are
the only attributes that programs can use to determine the behaviors that a system
will exhibit during a qualitative state. The reason for this is that this is the only
class of information guaranteed to be available as input for the analysis of a state,
and until the model of the system is complete, no other information can be deduced.
To adequately serve in these roles, state variables should satisfy the following
criteria:
* Completeness: The set of state variables must provide enough information to
predict all future system behavior.
* Minimality: The state variables ideally should not contain redundant informa-
tion. The most useful systems require the least amount of input: they can
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accommodate a greater amount of missing information.
* Continuity: State variables cannot change discontinuously. This ensures that
trajectories in configuration space are continuous, which in turn guarantees that
the final configuration of a qualitative state can serve as the initial configuration
of its successor. This deduction step is a fundamental part of AMES' reasoning.
In AMES, for example, the state variables of a system are the positions and
velocities of every rigid body. These attributes satisfy all three criteria for the domain
of rigid body dynamics with no rotational degrees of freedom.
Knowing the structure of configuration spaces in a domain gives one a starting
point for formalizing knowledge about how systems evolve from various configura-
tions. The remainder of this section builds on this by presenting a representation
scheme for knowledge about physical behavior, called model components. The model
component representation is an attempt to capture the regularities in the structure
of AMES' knowledge about the mechanics domain. The discussion surrounding this
representation should highlight some of the issues one must address to extend AMES'
knowledge or apply the same approach to other domains.
The design rationale behind model components comes from two observations about
mathematical models of mechanics systems:
· Models are aggregates: models of the individual features, relationships, and
behaviors of systems compose the model of the system as a whole.
* The constituent parts of models are regular: a single class of behavior or rela-
tionship may appear many times and in many scenarios.
As the name implies, model components exploit the aggregate property by captur-
ing units of knowledge that correspond to the different classes of basic building blocks
for constructing mathematical models of physical systems in the domain of expertise.
By allowing different ways to instantiate each model component, the representation
takes advantage of the regularity of these standard components.
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Since model components are the only source of equations for the mathematical
model of a system, the set of model component instantiations is as complete a de-
scription of a state as the quantitative model. One can therefore think of the set
of model component instantiations as a qualitative level of description, since each
model component instance describes a particular high level feature of a scenario, such
as the existence of a particular contact. The different qualitative states a system can
exhibit, under this scheme, arise from the fact that particular instantiations of model
components may only be applicable under specific conditions. These conditions mark
the extent of qualitative state regions in scenario configuration space.
While the general idea behind model components is relatively simple, there are a
number of pragmatic issues that add to the representation's complexity. The mechan-
ics domain knowledge in AMES, for example requires some additional representational
facilities. The list below outlines the parts of a model component representation based
on these demands. In addition, figures 2.5.9 to 2.5.9 suggest examples of model com-
ponents for AMES' mechanics knowledge.
* Arguments: Each model component describes some aspect of the behavior and
relationship of its arguments. A model component can potentially be instan-
tiated once for each way of matching its arguments to features of the current
state.
* Activation conditions: This is a set of conditions that describes whether, for a
particular set of arguments, it is possible to instantiate the model component.
The conditions may involve qualitative assertions produced by other model
components, or they may test mathematical relationships involving the state
variables that describe the initial configuration of the current state.
* Deactivation conditions: This is the set of conditions that describes when an
instantiated model component instance is no longer valid. In many cases, these
conditions are the inverse of the activation conditions. Explicit deactivation
conditions, however, are a useful mechanism. In particular, they support tests
of attributes that are not state variables, since deactivation tests are applied
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to complete scenario models instead of state initial configuration information.
This allows, for example, contact model components to use normal forces in
deactivation conditions, even though they do not qualify as state variables.
* Modes: Each model component instantiation exhibits one of possibly several
mutually exclusive modes. For example, a friction model component might
have static and sliding modes. Each mode contributes different information to
a state's analysis. Modes have the features described below:
- Mode entry conditions: The entry conditions for each mode are exhaustive
and mutually exclusive. They determine which mode of a model compo-
nent is active during the current state. Similar to the component activation
conditions, they can test either qualitative or quantitative conditions.
- Qualitative assertions: Each model component may make qualitative as-
sertions about the current state. For example, a contact model component
might assert that a pair of normal forces exists.
- Quantitative assertions: These are sets of mathematical constraints to
be incorporated into the quantitative model of the state to describe the
consequences of the behavior the model component describes.
- Mode transition conditions: These are conditions that indicate whether a
system will change modes, and which new mode it will enter.
Most of the structure of model components follows from the discussion thus far.
The rationale behind dividing each model component into several modes, however,
requires some additional explanation. A simpler alternative organization might elim-
inate modes by turning each one into a separate model component. Modes, however,
let one express information that supports more efficient reasoning about state tran-
sitions.
A fundamental difficulty in reasoning about state transitions is that when a system
is at the boundary between two qualitative states, the complete set of values for its
state variables does not always give enough information to determine which state it
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will enter. For this reason, zero duration states can appear in simulations: the wrong
guess results in immediate termination of the associated qualitative state.
The problem that zero duration states introduce, however, is that since no time
passes, they leave the state variables of a system unchanged. Therefore, in order to
avoid making the same erroneous choice, a simulator must retain some additional
information about transitions aside from the final values of state variables: in partic-
ular, simulators must somehow be able to identify the region into which a simulation
is heading as it crosses state boundaries.
There are two basic methods for doing this. The mechanism AMES uses repre-
sents a compromise between them that the notion of model components with modes
supports.
Conceptually, the simplest way to identify the direction that a simulation is evolv-
ing as it crosses a state boundary is to record the derivatives of its state variables:
the gradient. The gradient indicates the side of a boundary that a system will be on
immediately after the transition occurs.
To see why this is inefficient, however, consider a state transition caused when
two bodies lose contact. In this case, the analysis of the contact state will conclude
that the conditions that ensure contact are no longer valid, and that a state change
must occur. Next, we would generate a quantitative description of both the system's
final configuration and its evolution direction for input to the next qualitative state's
analysis.
That information lets a simulator build a qualitative description of the next state.
This analysis, in turn, produces a quantitative model similar to the previous state's
model, except that it does not include the effects of the contact that broke. While
this process gives the correct result, notice that when we reasoned about the end of
the previous state, we already knew that its successor would be missing the contact in
question. Furthermore, there was a whole host of behaviors that the change in contact
did not affect:: these behaviors and their associated model contributions continued
unchanged into the subsequent qualitative state. The important observation to make
here is that the cause for terminating the first state described what was qualitatively
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different about the second state: reasoning from state variable values was unnecessary.
Communicating qualitative termination information directly avoids duplicating a
great deal of reasoning. The drawback, however, is that while more efficient, it is not
always possible to apply such methods. For example, consider a qualitative state that
ends when two bodies touch. In such a case, although it is clear that the next state
will contain a new contact, it is not obvious whether the contact forces will include
static or sliding friction.
This is where modes enter into the representation. Modes have transition con-
ditions that indicate not only when to exit a mode, but also the new mode the
corresponding model component instance will exhibit in the next state. This allows
a system to express connections between related behaviors. Different model com-
ponents, on the other hand, describe features for which such transition information
is not available. When the instantiation conditions of a model component instance
change, they only indicate whether or not the instance appears in the qualitative de-
scription of the next state: also a useful way to communicate qualitative information,
but not quite as flexible as mode transitions.
3.2.3 Inference Methods
This section describes algebraic simulation: an inference method that applies knowl-
edge represented as model components to the task of simulation. Much on this subject
has already been presented to explain the design rationale behind the model compo-
nent representation. The primary objective of this section is therefore to summarize
and address a selection of detailed issues.
As mentioned earlier, model components provide the knowledge that allows a
simulator to construct a mathematical model of a physical system, identify the limits
of its validity, reason about when the system will reach those boundaries, and provide
the information necessary for analyzing the system's next qualitative state in the same
manner. This section examines the inferences involved in each of these tasks.
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Mathematical Model Construction
Constructing a mathematical model of a physical system involves finding all possi-
ble ways to instantiate the model components that compose the simulator's domain
knowledge. In general, this involves checking, for each possible way to instantiate
a model component's arguments, whether the activation condition holds, and deter-
mining what mode is appropriate given the system's configuration. Note that for
simplicity, I will delay discussing how to use information from the previous state's
analysis until later.
Finding all possible ways to instantiate model component arguments is simple ex-
haustive enumeration. Checking instantiation conditions and mode entry conditions
involves looking at quantitative information about the state's initial configuration,
and examining qualitative information that other model components generate when
they are instantiated. The former class of conditions is easy to check since all required
information is available at the start of model construction. The latter class introduces
dependencies between model component instantiations, however.
While the symbolic conditions and assertions that model components manipu-
late might suggest rule chaining methods, experience with AMES suggests that the
qualitative assertions from each model component are sufficiently constrained that it
is possible to compute a graph of qualitative data dependencies and simply explore
instantiations in a topologically sorted order.
Another reason to explore model component instantiations in a methodical fashion
is that some reasoning requires considering the additive effects of various influences.
For example, reasoning about the effects of forces requires one to sum their effects.
Instantiating model components for Newton's second law, therefore, requires a mecha-
nism to ensure all forces have been accounted for before proceeding. Exploring model
component instantiations along data dependency paths can guarantee this.
Once we have found all possible instantiations of model components, their indi-
vidual model contributions collectively form the model of the system in its current
qualitative state.
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State Termination Analysis
Each instantiated model component provides constraints on the validity of its contri-
bution to the mathematical model of the system. In particular, an activated model
component instance is only valid as long as its deactivation conditions and mode
transition conditions are false. In addition, each potential model component instance
whose instantiation conditions fail in the current qualitative state also provides con-
straints on the validity of the current model: when their activation conditions become
true they add new elements to a system's behavior, rendering the old model inaccu-
rate.
To determine when a qualitative state ends (i.e., when the current model is no
longer valid), a simulator must use the system's model to solve for the termination
condition or conditions that fail first.
Deductions About the Next State
After determining the conditions that end a qualitative state, an algebraic simulation
must generate information to support the analysis of its successor. There are two types
of information to provide. First, the simulator must deduce the initial configuration
of the physical system's next qualitative state. It does this by solving for the final
configuration of the current state. The requirement that state variables be continuous
guarantees the correctness of this step.
The second class of information the simulation contributes to the next state's
analysis is qualitative in nature. It communicates inferences about the next state
based on the manner in which the current state terminates. In particular, with respect
to the next state, newly met instantiation conditions imply their corresponding model
component instances become active, and vice versa for instantiation conditions that
fail. In addition, mode exit conditions imply that the appropriate mode transitions
occur in their respective model components instantiations.
In building the model to describe the next state of the simulation, the above
qualitative inferences describe the high level ways in which that state differs from
its predecessor. The remaining differences between the models of the two states
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come from the ways in which other model component instantiations depend on these
changes. All unaffected model component instances from the previous state, however,
remain active in its successor, since there is no reason to believe that they should be
excluded. This kind of reasoning about inference dependencies suggests that truth
maintenance systems [27] might be an appropriate technology for managing this task.
3.2.4 Reasoning Extensions
Overview
With a solid understanding of the general reasoning paradigm that underlies AMES'
abilities to simulate mechanics systems, it becomes interesting to discuss some of the
different ways in which these basic methods can be extended to provide additional
functionality. This section has two parts. The first part suggests some ways that
AMES' simulation reasoning can support additional kinds of problem solving behav-
ior. The second portion of this section looks at some ways to make the simulation
process itself more powerful.
Problem Solving Extensions
The problems in a typical mechanics text fall mostly into a few standard categories.
As suggested in the introduction, the algebraic simulation paradigm seems to support
a large portion of these typical problem types with very little additional machinery.
This section briefly discusses how to apply algebraic simulation to the following prob-
lem types:
* Analysis problems: determining the value of an attribute at some time, or over
an interval of time.
* Parameter selection problems: determining the value of a parameter that makes
a certain outcome occur.
* Relationship problems: determining the value of an attribute in terms of some
other attribute.
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* Proofs: showing that some condition holds.
Simulation-style reasoning adapts very easily to all the above problems, since
generating a complete description of the behavior of algebraically described systems,
as algebraic simulation does, provides a superset of the required information.
For example, analysis problems might begin with an algebraic simulation. Then,
obtaining the desired information about the problem scenario would simply require
solving for it using the appropriate mathematical model. One source of additional
complexity is that many problems specify times relative to events in the scenario: for
example, one might want to find the speed of a particle when it slides off an inclined
plane.
Such problems merely require a two stage reasoning process. The first stage solves
for the relevant time by first looking for the qualitative state where the timing event
occurs, and then using the model of that state to solve for an exact time. The second
stage uses the same model to solve for the desired attribute at that same time (or
interval of time as the case may be).
The basic approach to analysis problems serves equally well for proofs and re-
lationship problems, with minor modification. Relationship problems are the same
as analysis problems, except that there are constraints on the form of the answer.
Producing the correct form depends on the abilities of a program's underlying alge-
braic manipulation machinery: simulation methods provide a complete enough set of
equations to support such operations.
Proofs ask the reasoner to determine whether a particular hypothesis about a
system is true. Hypotheses about the behavior of a system can be solved by simply
solving for the characteristics that are the subject of the hypothesis, and comparing
the results. Proofs that hypothesize about more abstract subjects than behavior in
specific scenarios, however, require reasoning capabilities beyond those explored in
this thesis.
Parameter selection problems begin to enter into the territory associated with
design, as opposed to analysis: the focus of the current research work. Nonethe-
less this particular problem type is constrained enough for algebraic simulation to
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accommodate. The key lies in the ability to represent the parameters in question
by symbolic constants, and simulate without deciding the actual value. Recall that
AMES' algebraic simulation paradigm was designed specifically to accommodate such
abstractions. After running the simulation, parameter selection becomes a simple
matter of assuming the desired result and solving for the constraints it imposes on
the parameter in question.
Note that there is an important class of complications that can arise in such
problems, however. By leaving a parameter completely unconstrained, it may not
be possible to completely determine uniquely the way the system will evolve. Such
situations require exploring several alternative behaviors in parallel: a feature that
the methods presented in this thesis do not support, but can be extended to handle,
as the next section will discuss.
Simulation Scope Extensions
The algebraic simulation reasoning paradigm presented earlier in this chapter ap-
pears well suited to the task of predicting the behavior of systems with algebraically
described parameters in well-defined domains. While this style of reasoning is charac-
teristic of most introductory mechanics, some problems require additional methods.
This section outlines various ways that one might expand the reasoning scope of
algebraic simulation.
One way to extend the method's usefulness is to augment its algebraic methods
with other styles of quantitative reasoning. For example, numerical reasoning might
be useful when this level of detail is available, and the equations that model systems
cannot be solved analytically. Since the equations that algebraic simulation generates
do not depend on algebraic reasoning in any way, they easily support this and any
other changes in the way the quantitative portions of the system operate.
In the other direction, it might be useful to extend the quantitative methods to
include more abstract reasoning in the style of QSIM [21]: a system that abstracts
the values of variables by describing their magnitudes relative to distinguished "land-
mark" values. This kind of reasoning has generated interest due to its ability to pro-
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vide a high level of abstraction for reasoning about differential equations. It proves
particularly useful for making generalizations, identifying qualitatively different kinds
of behaviors, and accommodating incomplete information.
In addition to providing additional mathematical reasoning facilities, research
on QSIM and similar approaches have generated a host of techniques for managing
ambiguities that arise in simulations where exact values for parameters are unknown:
a problem that can arise at the algebraic level of abstraction, as mentioned previously.
This problem manifests in the current thesis work whenever it is impossible to predict,
from a model of a qualitative state, what condition will terminate that state first.
Without a unique answer, it is not possible to disambiguate the next state that a
scenario enters.
As is discussed in much greater detail in the QSIM literature, one way to accom-
modate this problem is to explore all possible outcomes in parallel. Variations on
this theme are also possible, depending on the ultimate problem one wishes to solve.
The important point here is that the methods developed for AMES generate models
and corresponding validity conditions that are purely mathematical and therefore are
neutral enough to allow a wide variety of different policies for managing ambiguity.
At a higher level from these mathematical reasoning issues, another way to make
algebraic simulations more powerful is allow it to reason about a wider range of
scenario descriptions. This section describes one useful type of improvement. The
standard model for algebraic simulation takes as its only input the description of the
initial configuration of a scenario. The simulator then determines all future behavior
from its domain knowledge. This organization precludes reasoning about a whole
host of phenomena that have effects in the domain of interest, but whose underlying
mechanisms are beyond its scope.
Such situations are typical of problems requiring energy or momentum conserva-
tion techniques. For example, consider the problem of finding the final velocity of a
wagon after a person throws several bowling balls in the direction opposite the desired
direction of travel. In problems such as this one, the net effects of the balls being
thrown are typically given, but the actual mechanisms that create the forces involved
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(e.g., chemical processes in the person's nerves and muscles), are outside the scope of
mechanics reasoning.
Nevertheless, we still want to be able to reason about such scenarios without
bringing in detailed knowledge about biomechanics and other such external informa-
tion. The solution to this problem has two components. One component involves
describing the effects of events whose causes are outside the domain of expertise. The
second component involves reasoning about their effects.
Adding a special model component into a simulator's domain knowledge seems
a simple solution for describing the effects of events that are beyond the scope of
a program's domain of expertise. Using this scheme, existing machinery determines
when special events occur, and updates models to include their effects. Reasoning
about these events in such cases then requires no changes.
The real complications enter into the picture when the effects of external events
are not specified in complete detail. For example, the wagon example might give
enough information to use momentum conservation methods, but omit the details
of the forces that the person exerts on each ball. Algebraic simulation, however,
assumes perfect information about scenarios, and operates on the assumption that
it is possible to solve for any desired quantity. This therefore introduces two new
twists to problem solving. One new aspect of reasoning might involve reconstructing
a complete picture of a scenario's configuration from user-specified partial information
so that reasoning can proceed after an external event occurs. Another new aspect to
reasoning might be selectively simulating those aspects of a scenario about which it
is possible to reconstruct enough information.
While these remain research issues, the key likely lies in emulating the reasoning
people use to accommodate these difficulties. Such problems typically require problem
solving techniques that employ conservation laws: explicit methods for abstracting
over specific mechanisms to solve for a process' net effects. While it is possible to give
AMES formulations of the conservation laws themselves, this is only a small part of
the solution: what is crucial here is the style of reasoning that we associate with their
application.
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3.3 Mechanics Domain Knowledge
With a more general model of the representations and reasoning methods that support
AMES' reasoning abilities, it is natural to explore issues in capturing and organizing
domain knowledge for use within such a paradigm. This section has two parts. The
first uses experience with AMES' design to suggest some general ideas for organizing
mechanics domain knowledge. The second part examines through specific examples
how these ideas, and the representational machinery described in the previous section
might support various extensions to AMES' knowledge-base.
3.3.1 Principles in Organization
The model component representation scheme outlines the type of information that
one needs to capture in order to build mathematical models of physical systems;
however, left open is the challenge of partitioning knowledge about a domain into
such units. This section presents some ideas on this subject, learned from experience
with AMES' design.
The knowledge engineering process for AMES, and initial research into extending
the program's domain knowledge have produced 3 ideas for organizing mechanics
knowledge for use in algebraic simulation:
1. Decompose knowledge into units small enough to be combined to model any
physical situation, but large enough so that all the effects of a particular be-
havior are recorded in the same place.
2. Use human qualitative terminology to guide model component construction:
typically high level distinctions translate into different modeling primitives.
Analogies between informal concepts and the knowledge in each model com-
ponent also help make the represented knowledge more intuitive.
3. Layer object behavior knowledge on top of basic point mass mechanics princi-
ples.
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The first two points give some general guidelines for the level and kind of granular-
ity that is desirable when constructing model component representations of physical
domains. As such, the advice remains relevant when dealing with domains other
than mechanics. The last suggestion addresses overall knowledge-base organization,
and while specific to mechanics, it is based on reasons that may also prove useful
beyond the field's immediate scope. The following discussion explores each of the
above suggestions in more detail
Level of Granularity
It should be fairly clear why one should decompose knowledge into units small enough
to be assembled into models of any physical situations of interest. Note, however, that
instead of advocating some specific level of granularity, this guideline suggests that a
program's knowledge-base should be tuned to the types of systems it is supposed to
reason about.
For example, higher level abstractions and more specialized approaches prove
useful in reasoning about the subset of mechanics that deals with machinery. En-
gineered artifacts like mechanical devices have highly constrained behavior, and are
constructed largely from standard parts. Knowledge representations that address typ-
ical collections of objects as functional units as opposed to arbitrary configurations
of individual parts allow efficient reasoning about problems this subfield.
Although representing small pieces of domain knowledge tends to improve mod-
ularity and support generality in a reasoner, there is a lower bound beyond which
decomposing knowledge any further becomes counterproductive. Keeping knowledge
in as large units as possible without compromising generality has the effect of reducing
the amount of reasoning required to build models. More importantly, however, is that
larger units of knowledge illustrate the regularities within a domain more clearly. Of
course there is a limit to this: units of knowledge can be too large, even though they
may be capable of modeling all situations of interest. If model components start to
have redundant content, this hints at common behaviors underlying different pieces
of knowledge. In such cases, the representation should reflect this structure for both
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compactness and clarity.
Representing Qualitative Behaviors
When designing AMES, it was extremely useful to examine the terminology of the
domain to guide organization of the program's domain knowledge. The reason is
simply that, people have a great deal of both formal and intuitive knowledge about
physical systems. These often reflect underlying regularities of the domain that form
modular units suitable for representation as model components. Furthermore, some
human domain knowledge is explicit enough to more or less directly translate into
model components. For example, each of Newton's laws translates into a separate
piece of knowledge in AMES.
Aside from helping to assemble complete descriptions of knowledge in the domain,
representing the concepts and methods that people use allows the knowledge-base to
be easier to understand and debug. Nearly all of AMES' domain knowledge came
directly from studying standard human reasoning abstractions and making them more
explicit. This suggests that the domain has structure that model components can
capture in an intuitive fashion.
Representing Object Semantics Using Point Mass Mechanics
Mechanics texts provide very explicit descriptions of mechanics at the free body di-
agram level: the behavior of isolated point masses. They offer much less concise
information about to interpret the interactions between entities such as extended
rigid bodies and ropes, however. Part of the reason for this is that intuition sup-
plies much of the necessary information. Unfortunately, it also hides much of the
knowledge needed to allow computers to do similar reasoning.
In organizing mechanics domain knowledge, it seems useful to keep knowledge
about point mass mechanics separate from knowledge about the behavior of the var-
ious extended object classes. The reason is that the two kinds of information are
distinct in two important ways. By keeping them separated, one can reap the usual
benefits of modular design: ease of both comprehension and maintenance.
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The first way in which the two kinds of knowledge are distinct is that they re-
flect different levels of abstraction: all object interactions in the mechanics domain
can be expressed in terms of the kinematics and dynamics of point masses. Further-
more, conventional wisdom in mechanics advocates organizing problem solving in this
manner, explicitly reducing all high level behavior to free body diagrams.
The second reason for separating the two bodies of knowledge is that, as mentioned
above, point mass mechanics have lent themselves to more explicit description than
the behavior of extended objects. Separating the two kinds of knowledge therefore
helps contain the portion of the knowledge-base that is likely to require the most
modification.
3.3.2 Extending AMES' Domain Knowledge
Based on experience with AMES, this chapter has presented a number of general ideas
for designing programs that can predict the behavior of physical systems, especially in
the mechanics domain. The goal of this section is to evaluate some of these concepts,
and suggest how to extend AMES to reason about a more complete range of mechanics
scenarios. Toward this end, this section presents several ideas for building a mechanics
knowledge-base that encompasses a broader scope of behaviors than AMES' expertise
in two-dimensional frictionless rigid body systems.
Friction
One of the main challenges in representing knowledge about friction is characterizing
its compensating nature: it resists relative motion between contacting bodies, but
only up to a limit determined by the surfaces' coefficient of friction and the contact
normal force. In talking about friction between rigid bodies, people typically make a
distinction between static and sliding friction. This distinction is useful to capture in
a formal representation since, in each case, friction compensates in a different manner.
Therefore, to extend AMES to reason about rigid body friction, one might use a
model component that has the following structure.
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* Arguments: ?rigid-body-1 ?rigid-body-2
* Activation Condition: ?rigid-body-1 contacts ?rigid-body-2
* Deactivation Condition: ?rigid-body-1 does not contact ?rigid-body-2
* Mode 1: static friction
Entry condition: relative velocity = 0.
Qualitative assertions: there is a friction force from ?rigid-body-1 to ?rigid-body-
2.
Model contribution: acceleration of ?rigid-body-2 relative to ?rigid-body-1 in
the plane of contact = 0. The direction of the friction force is in the plane of
contact.
Exit condition: friction force > N causes transition to sliding friction mode.
* Mode 2: sliding friction
Entry condition: relative velocity > 0.
Qualitative assertions: there is a friction force from ?rigid-body-1 to ?rigid-body-
2.
Model contribution: friction force magnitude = tN. Friction force angle =
opposite direction of velocity of ?rigid-body-2 relative to ?rigid-body-1.
Exit condition: relative velocity = 0 causes transition to static friction mode.
In addition to a model component like the above, AMES would need attributes
that describe the coefficients of friction between various pairs of surfaces. Note that
the model above permits different coefficients for static and sliding friction: a factor
that many mechanics problems explore.
In studying the above suggestion for a model component representation of friction,
note that modes handle the difference in behavior when friction is above and below
its magnitude threshold. Another interesting feature is the way the representation
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describes the magnitude of the static friction force: the constraint on relative ac-
celeration determines its value. This way of expressing the constraint automatically
accounts for the effects of "fictitious" inertial forces. Lastly, note that the qualita-
tive assertions about the existence of various forces permits easy reasoning about
Newton's laws.
Universal Gravitation
Universal gravitation, in contrast to the terrestrial gravitation model that AMES
used, is relatively easy to implement, since the values of these forces are constant and
easy to determine. The model component might look something like:
* Arguments: ?body-1 ?body-2
Qualitative assertions: there is a force from ?body-1 to ?body-2.
Model contribution: force along line between centers of mass, with magnitude
given by GM1 M2
The key challenge in incorporating universal gravitation into AMES is not so much
representing its behavior, but rather in determining when it is a more appropriate
model for gravitation than terrestrial gravitation.
Momentum and Energy
AMES currently conducts all its reasoning using forces and the time derivatives of po-
sition. Nearly every text on mechanics, however, emphasizes that reasoning in terms
of energy or momentum can often be a powerful technique. The first step in allowing
AMES to reason about these attributes might be to give AMES knowledge of their
mathematical definitions as path and time integrals of force. This is simple enough,
however, it helps little, adding only an alternative way to formulate knowledge that
AMES already has.
The second step toward leveraging the power of energy and momentum perspec-
tives is to provide knowledge about how these attributes can be measured directly
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from other system attributes. Toward this end, formulae for gravitational potential
energy, kinetic energy, and momentum as the product of mass and velocity would
allow AMES to solve certain problems in a simpler fashion. For example, the speed
of a rollercoaster or pendulum might be found without resorting to integrating the
effects of gravitational forces along a body's trajectory.
Although this type of alternative perspective is useful to people, for a computer,
it might sometimes be easier to solve a complicated integral than to search through
redundant mathematical descriptions of systems for solutions that have simpler inte-
grals. This is not to say that momentum and energy methods are not useful, however.
For a system like AMES, the real value of these techniques might lie in yet another
way that people find them useful: their ability to abstract away the detailed features
of certain complex interactions, but at the same time completely summarize their
net effects. For example, collisions involve complex interactions that mechanics texts
typically abstract by indicating only how momentum and energy are conserved in
such interactions. The next section explores reasoning about collisions in greater
detail.
Collisions
Reasoning about collisions requires momentum and energy techniques, since the clas-
sic model of rigid bodies is ambiguous about the details of the forces that occur during
these events. In addition to being capable of reasoning about the basic definitions
of these attributes, and having information about the elasticity of colliding bodies, a
simulator must recognize collisions as events that it must use special case reasoning
to handle.
The reason that collisions require special case reasoning is that traditional me-
chanics models do not provide enough information to perform a standard simulation
of the interactions between colliding bodies. Therefore, like people, programs must
reason about these events by treating them as instantaneous events that convert par-
ticular input attributes into particular output attributes based on special rules. For
collisions, these special rules are momentum and energy conservation.
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Figure 3-1: Spring Example
While these laws still apply outside of collisions, what is special about collision
reasoning is that it ignores other kinds of domain knowledge. Not only is there in-
sufficient information to apply this knowledge (e.g., normal forces are undefined),
canonical collisions also involve behavior that violates the basic continuity assump-
tions of algebraic simulation.
Springs
Springs introduce a new class of objects into AMES' knowledge of mechanics. Their
behavior is quite simple, however, and would require very little additional work to
represent. The canonical model of springs only deals with how they interact with
other bodies at their endpoints. It is therefore possible to model springs as two
massless endpoint objects, that have a special force between them that attempts to
maintain their separation at the equilibrium spring length.
Using this kind of perspective, knowledge about spring endpoints' contact condi-
tions and normal forces are identical to those for rigid bodies. The only new knowledge
required would be a characterization of the spring force. This information comes di-
rectly from textbook definitions of Hooke's Law ideal springs: the force they exert
is inversely proportional to the displacement of the endpoints from their equilibrium
separation. Both the spring constant of proportionality and the equilibrium spring
length would be new physical attributes that springs exhibit.
To see how AMES might apply such knowledge, consider the simple problem
depicted below.
AMES would conclude that the initial state persists until the block reaches the
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right endpoint of the spring. At that time, a new contact would appear. AMES'
analysis of the system would identify the following constraints:
* Since the state lasts only as long as the contact is present, the contact model
component asserts that in the current state:
poitionbl,ck = positionp,ring ndpt
* From the spring restoring force model component, the restoring force is:
F.pri = -k (positionpring endpt - positionequilibrium)
since the other endpoint of the spring is fixed.
* From the free body diagram model component instance for the spring endpoint,
we have:
Fpri. + Fprin to block = 0
since the mass of the spring endpoint is zero.
* From the free body diagram model component instance for the block, we have:
Fiock to ping = maasboc x accelerationocl
· Combined with an instance of Newton's third law, we can use the above equa-
tions to conclude that the block decelerates in proportion to its proximity to
the endpoint of the spring against the wall.
Note that the model of the spring is problematic in several ways. For example, it
is difficult to decide what behavior results when an endpoint experiences a force that
has a component perpendicular to the axis of the spring. Also, the above model allows
behavior such as bodies passing between the endpoints of a spring. It is important to
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note, however that these are inherent limitations of the canonical spring model that
introductory mechanics uses. The key point to understand here is that AMES can
experience problems with incomplete models. This means that at a higher level, one
must select models that are valid for the types of scenarios one wishes to analyze.
Performing this model selection task by computer is an area for future research.
Ropes
Ropes are similar to springs in that they are one-dimensional objects that have inter-
actions at their endpoints. Important distinctions, however, are that there is a length
constraint between endpoints instead of a force constraint, and that the model for
ropes accounts for interactions that occur along the length of a rope.
The constant length constraint for ropes is similar to the rigidity constraints for
rigid bodies in that there is a compensating force to enforce it. In the case of ropes,
the compensating force is rope tension, and like contact normal forces, it can be
modeled as a force that has whatever magnitude necessary to prevent the rope from
stretching. Dividing rope behavior knowledge into two modes can model the fact that
they can have tension, but not compression.
There are two remaining issues to address to allow reasoning about ropes. Both
involve representing knowledge about the interactions that ropes can have along their
lengths. One issue is characterizing the nature of those interactions. Here, the fun-
damental insight that people use to reason about ropes is that they are massless, and
tensions are constant throughout their lengths (for frictionless ropes). The former
means that forces on any segment of rope sum to zero, and the latter fact means that
tension pulls on both sides of any segment of rope equally.
In terms of representing the effects of ropes on the bodies they contact, this infor-
mation gives a way to characterize the forces that ropes exert. Consider the reasoning
depicted in figure 3.3.2. To reason about the dynamics of the rope's midpoint contact,
a program like AMES can focus on the segment of a rope in contact. The forces on the
segment of rope must sum to zero; therefore, contact forces must balance the tension
forces. This also constrains the force the rope exerts on the body by Newton's third
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Figure 3-2: Rope Contact Dynamics
law. This kind of relationship should be simple to encode in a model component that
has arguments that correspond to contacts between bodies and segments of rope. The
only criterion is that the system needs a representation of rope shapes that allows
such arguments to be properly instantiated.
That leads into the second issue surrounding the contacts ropes have along their
lengths: reasoning about the shape of ropes. Reasoning about ropes under tension is
not' difficult, since they form convex hulls (or can be decomposed into convex hulls,
if wrapped completely around objects). Methods for finding convex hulls are well
understood. The difficult part of the problem is that the canonical model of ropes
is underconstrained when dealing with loose ropes. The situation is important to
reason about, however, since loose configurations determine the way that ropes wind
around objects when pulled tight.
A promising idea for handling this problem is to treat ropes as if they had minus-
cule spring constants and zero equilibrium length when in their loose state. This way,
a rope's shape would always form a convex hull, greatly simplifying reasoning and
representation. Such a representation permits correct reasoning about how ropes can
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be woven between objects when loose. Furthermore, since convex hulls have simple
shapes, it is very easy mathematically to track during the loose mode, what contacts
will occur when the rope becomes tight.
Three-Dimensional Geometry
AMES reasons about two-dimensional scenarios only. Extending the system to handle
three dimensions is theoretically a straightforward extension of the underlying math-
ematics. The additional complexity of reasoning about additional degrees of freedom,
however, might raise efficiency issues that such an extension would need to address.
A useful method people use is to decompose three dimensional problems into several
two or one-dimensional problems. The general task of problem re-representation as
a solution method was the subject of [19]; however, the subject still requires a great
deal of research.
Rotational Dynamics
Similar to three dimensional geometry, rotational dynamics add additional degrees
of freedom that raise the complexity of the domain. Expanding AMES' expertise
to handle rotational dynamics begins with basic definitions of the torques, angular
motion, and their relationship. In addition, AMES' description language must be
extended to distinguish such features as the point of application of forces, and bodies'
mass distributions and inertial moments. It is likely, however, that the same style of
canonical model assembly that AMES used will prove applicable to a large class of
rotational dynamics problems.
Some areas for further research, however, will include:
* For efficiency, recognizing when it is necessary to consider rotational features of
scenarios.
* Handling limitations of domain models. For example, it may be difficult to
characterize the torque that a normal force provides, since such forces can be
distributed across extended surfaces.
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Chapter 4
Directions for Future Research
4.1 Overview
The previous chapter explored several ideas for extending the reasoning paradigm
developed for the AMES program to a wider range of problem types and domain
knowledge. That chapter also highlighted some of the ways in which AMES' problem
solving methods were lacking, however. This chapter builds on that discussion by
outlining an agenda for future research in three major areas: efficiency, more general
reasoning, and modeling.
4.2 Reasoning Efficiency
4.2.1 Problem Overview
AMES modeled qualitative states of scenarios using canonical sets of mathematical
constraints between system attributes. Since the equation generation process must
guarantee that complete information is present, the equation sets can be on the order
of 50-100 equations for a typical mechanics problem. The job of the quantitative
reasoning engine is to sort through these and solve for all desired quantities: values of
state variables during state transitions, conditions for building models, and conditions
that cause change of qualitative state.
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Since AMES used the user as its algebraic engine, it is unclear how difficult it is
to solve this task by computer. With more complex scenarios and broader domain
knowledge, such brute force methods might not be efficient enough to be practical.
4.2.2 Research Agenda
The first step in addressing this problem would be to implement a quantitative reason-
ing engine for AMES to obtain accurate information on the importance and difficulty
of the problem. AMES' heavy dependence on algebraic reasoning was based on the
observation that computers have been reasonably successful at such tasks.
If standard methods give inadequate performance, there are several avenues that
might be promising to explore:
* Tailoring mathematical reasoning methods to the algebraic structure of the do-
main: AMES' knowledge-representation constrains both the kinds of equations
that it generates and the kinds of quantities it needs to derive from them. Alge-
braic techniques that exploit this regularity may be more successful than general
methods.
* Goal-oriented equation generation: the converse to tailoring algebraic methods
to the form of the domain knowledge might be to tailor the application of domain
knowledge to specific algebraic goals. For example, a system might begin with
a list of attributes for which it must solve, and adapt the way that it applies
domain knowledge to produce quantitative models specific to those goals. This
might produce simpler equations, and would constrain the number of equations
to consider at any one time.
* Intelligent selection of attribute measurements: AMES generates its models
using fixed choices of coordinate systems and reference frames. There may
be cases where more flexibility might simplify the equations that result.
* Qualitative mathematical reasoning: the physical reasoning community has pro-
duced a number of different methods for reasoning about mathematical systems
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at higher levels of abstraction. These might be very useful for providing sim-
pler answers to certain queries, and guiding more detailed solution methods for
others.
* Multiple alternative formulations of domain knowledge: just as having multiple
perspectives for analyzing a scenario helps people, so may having modeling
alternatives simplify computer reasoning. For example, reasoning about energy
and momentum may be easier than reasoning about forces and motions in some
cases, even though the formulations are theoretically equivalent.
4.3 More General Reasoning
4.3.1 Problem Overview
The ideal analysis tool takes arbitrary information about a physical situation and
uses this to attempt to solve for whatever goals the user specifies. AMES falls short
of this model since it requires a highly constrained description of a system's initial
configuration, and produces exhaustive information about its evolution from that
point onward.
One way this rigid model of reasoning becomes restrictive, as the previous chapter
mentioned, occurs when scenarios involve events that have causes outside the domain
of expertise, but produce effects within it. Such problems require adapting to what-
ever information may be available, instead of depending on a fixed set of inputs. They
also require using externally supplied information during the course of a simulation,
as opposed to solely during its initialization.
Generating exhaustive information about a scenario's evolution can be a disadvan-
tage since it precludes simple solutions to problems that require only a small amount
of computation to solve. Furthermore, there may be instances where enough informa-
tion is present to solve the user's problem, but a simulation fails because it depends
on having complete information about the entire scenario.
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4.3.2 Research Agenda
In moving toward a more general paradigm for physical analysis, can simulation still
play a critical role, since as previously explained, understanding how systems evolve
supports many typical analysis tasks. The key, therefore, is to understand when
simulations are appropriate, and to provide them with the information they need. As
well, it is important to be able to determine if only subparts of a scenario need be
simulated: the general area of scenario modeling and problem re-representation is the
subject of the next section.
An interesting line of research might be to develop extensions to AMES that
can reason about instantaneous configurations of physical systems. The purpose of
such extensions would be to allow AMES to take arbitrary information about the
configuration of a system at a point in time and derive the information necessary to
build a model from this information. This would free AMES from its restriction to
highly constrained inputs. One of the challenges of such a project would be to avoid
duplicating information by sharing a common knowledge-base with the simulation
routines.
4.4 Modeling and Re-Representation
4.4.1 Problem Overview
From the discussion in the previous chapter, it is clear that while the mechanics
domain offers a set of very clearly defined canonical models, there are certain behaviors
that these models fail to adequately explain. For example, rigid body collisions are
outside the scope of traditional mechanics models. In addition, certain things can have
multiple alternative models: terrestrial and universal gravitation are both different
ways to describe the same phenomenon.
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4.4.2 Research Agenda
The fact that models are not perfect suggests that it would be useful for a physical
reasoning system to know the limitations of the models it is using, and understand
when its answers may be in error. The fact that certain phenomena have multi-
ple models suggests that a program should ideally be capable of selecting models
appropriate for particular combinations of scenarios and reasoning tasks.
A program with this capability could also employ problem re-representation as a
problem solving paradigm. Already a subject of research [20], this kind of reasoning
complements simulation nicely by offering a way to use higher level models (e.g.,
lever, particle on an inclined plane) to solve common problem types more efficiently.
Another research direction in the general area of modeling might be inventing
more accurate representations of physical objects. These could offer a higher level at
which to interact with a physical analysis program. One of the program's new tasks
would be to find simpler representations of problems for analysis purposes, when such
transformations are appropriate.
4.5 Other Areas for Research
The above suggestions for future research, are only a small selection of the issues
the current project has raised: they address only the most immediate deficiencies in
AMES' design. Other potentially interesting areas to explore include:
* Intelligent assumptions: problem descriptions in AMES are much more verbose
than their textbook counterparts. This is in part due to the system's inability
to use diagrams as input, but even diagrams gain much of their effectiveness
from the fact that people make reasonable assumptions about implied or miss-
ing information. Automating this behavior is important for simplifying user
interfaces to physical reasoning programs.
* Modeling human physical intuitions: having a model of the kind of reasoning
that people can perform intuitively might be very useful in helping a program
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design the format of its output. This knowledge would allow a computer to
avoid stating the obvious, and help computers to understand what interests
people most. Such knowledge would also be crucial for educational applications
of this technology.
* Integrating knowledge about multiple domains: understanding what domain to
consider when reasoning about a high level problem can be a non-trivial task.
For example, diagnosing an automobile might use an combination of mechanics,
fluid dynamics, chemistry, and both digital and analog electronics. A future
challenge will be to develop programs that can effectively use knowledge about
multiple domains to reason about such systems.
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Chapter 5
Related Research
5.1 Overview
This thesis takes a somewhat unique approach to physical reasoning. Some of its
distinguishing features include a focus on domain knowledge representation, special
emphasis on algebraic reasoning, a unique perspective on the role of qualitative rea-
soning, and special attention to a domain that does not lend itself to fixed topology
networks of lumped parameter elements. To describe the context of these contribu-
tions, this chapter compares the current project with related work in the field.
5.2 de Kleer: NEWTON
Johan de Kleer's Masters thesis, "Multiple Representations of Knowledge in a Me-
chanics Problem Solver" [10] involved reasoning about particles that slide along one-
dimensional "rollercoaster" tracks. The major contribution of this work was a model
of how qualitative and quantitative knowledge can be combined to solve physical rea-
soning problems. Though that work is now somewhat dated, much contemporary
research in the physical reasoning field still follows the general paradigm de Kleer
explored in that project.
NEWTON, de Kleer's rollercoaster reasoning program, viewed systems at two
levels of abstraction: a qualitative level and a quantitative level. The qualitative
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level of abstraction characterized a particle's behavior in terms such as "sliding along
a track", "flying off", and "free falling". Track shapes were qualitatively characterized
in terms of the signs of their slopes and curvatures. Domain knowledge about systems
at this level of abstraction consisted of information about what transitions between
qualitative states were possible.
The quantitative level of abstraction addressed the exact motions of particles over
time. Domain knowledge at this level consisted of equations to describe motion in
every possible qualitative state, as well as quantitative criteria for disambiguating
the state transitions that would occur from a set of possibilities suggested at the
qualitative level.
Reasoning in NEWTON proceeded in two stages. First, the system used its knowl-
edge of feasible state transitions to envision the evolution of the scenario and create a
tree of possible qualitative behaviors. Then, if that level of detail was insufficient to
solve the problem posed to the system, it would use the quantitative knowledge asso-
ciated with the qualitative states in the envisioning to disambiguate between possible
behaviors and determine detailed information about particle motions.
Much subsequent research in physical reasoning has expanded on the qualitative
part of this reasoning paradigm, on the observation that in many ways, this kind
of reasoning is similar to human physical intuition: a talent that would be useful
to duplicate. To this end, there have been numerous attempts to invent qualitative
descriptions for various reasoning domains, exhaustively list all feasible transitions
between these qualitative states, and reason by envisioning all possible ways particular
systems might evolve.
In focusing solely on qualitative aspects of reasoning, however, many systems
encounter problems of intractable branching in predicted behaviors. The cause is the
lack of detailed information to disambiguate between possible behavior alternatives.
In this respect, they miss one of the key lessons from de Kleer's work: the power
of having multiple levels of abstraction - being able to obtain a general perspective
with qualitative reasoning, and refine these predictions with quantitative reasoning.
In this respect, AMES and the algebraic simulation paradigm diverge from the purely
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qualitative reasoning camp and return to a mixture of both quantitative and a special
brand of qualitative reasoning.
Quantitative reasoning lets algebraic simulation reason about highly complex sce-
narios, involving, for example, multiple contacts and non-inertial reference frames.
Using a purely qualitative approach would generate too many possible changes of
state to be useful. In addition to allowing analysis of complex scenarios, algebraic
reasoning offers a rich set of abstraction capabilities that offer many of the same
benefits from generality that qualitative approaches promise.
Although AMES and NEWTON have numerous general features in common,
AMES has mechanisms that support much more complex problem scenarios than the
older work. Before detailing the features that make AMES unique, it is important
to understand how the approaches are similar. NEWTON's quantitative informa-
tion about qualitative states plays a role similar to AMES' mathematical models of
states. Also, the legal qualitative state transitions in NEWTON, and the quantitative
conditions that disambiguate them, are similar to AMES' model validity conditions.
What makes AMES unique from NEWTON, however, is that in NEWTON's
domain of particles on surfaces, it is possible to enumerate all possible states and
transitions, and associate with each state a complete mathematical model. AMES,
however, reasons about scenarios that contain arbitrary numbers of different objects
in arbitrary configurations. It must therefore assemble models from basic mechanics
principles. This necessitates a more sophisticated representation of physical knowl-
edge, and motivates AMES' dependence on quantitative analysis for reasoning about
state change.
These demands are responsible for some of the other advantages to AMES' ap-
proach to physical reasoning. Perhaps the most significant is that AMES model-
oriented scheme for domain knowledge representation proves quite transparent: the
reasons for representing each kind of qualitative behavior and the possible transi-
tions between behaviors rest on the firm theoretical foundations of their roles in the
modeling process, and have explicit representation in the model component represen-
tations. Such regularities may also simplify the knowledge engineering process, giving
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guidance for identifying and representing behaviors in physical domains.
5.3 Kuipers: QSIM
Another highly influential piece of research in the physical reasoning domain has
been the Qualitative Simulation technique by Benjamin Kuipers [21]. Also in a sim-
ilar spirit to this work, are other paradigms such as Kenneth Forbus' Qualitative
Process theory [14]. These and methods like it deal with qualitative reasoning at the
mathematical level: they generate high level descriptions of how systems, described
by abstractions of differential equations, evolve over time. While these methods have
been applied to reasoning about mechanics systems, they are very different in scope
from AMES.
AMES' primary focus is constructing mathematical models from physical descrip-
tions, and determining the limitations on their validity. In this research, I largely
ignored quantitative reasoning issues, assuming that standard algebraic techniques
could be adapted to AMES' needs. QSIM, on the other hand deals only with systems
already described by mathematical models.
Another difference between the methods lies in the type of information they con-
sider "qualitative". Qualitative states in QSIM correspond to intervals over which
variables are between particular pairs of distinguished "landmark" values. Qualitative
states in AMES are periods over which a single set of equations describes a physical
system.
These differences are not a criticism of QSIM, however. They are aimed solely
at clarifying the differences between it and AMES. This is important especially in
light of the myriad of different ways that various paradigms in physical reasoning
are "qualitative" in nature. AMES and QSIM actually have a very complementary
relationship. AMES focuses on building mathematical models, while QSIM's specialty
is high level interpretation of their behavior.
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5.4 Forbus: CLOCK and FROB
Kenneth Forbus' work on spatial reasoning shares certain perspectives with AMES,
but differs greatly in many other respects. In research on his CLOCK [12] and FROB
[15] projects, Forbus advances what he terms a Metric Diagram/Place Vocabulary
(MD/PV) approach to spatial reasoning. This perspective is based on the conjecture
that there is no general purpose qualitative representation for spatial information.
'This necessitates two things: task-specific qualitative representations, and quantita-
tive reasoning to support them.
The inadequacies of qualitative representations also motivated AMES's heavy use
of quantitative methods. The MD/PV approach and AMES differ radically in most
other respects, however. While both methods use a mix of qualitative and quanti-
tative information, they employ it in very different ways. In the MD/PV approach,
qualitative states are abstractions defined in terms of quantitative criteria, but the
approach gives no guidelines as to what quantitative features are useful to abstract.
In contrast, mathematical modeling considerations guide the design of AMES' quali-
tative states.
In terms of how the two perspectives view reasoning about physical systems,
examples of the MD/PV approach in Forbus' FROB and CLOCK projects exhibit
patterns of reasoning along the lines discussed in the section on NEWTON. FROB
reasoned about the highly restricted domain of bouncing balls in an environment
containing simple fixed obstacles. Although it employed a mixture of qualitative and
quantitative reasoning, interactions in the domain were simple enough for methods
similar to those in NEWTON to work.
The CLOCK project exhibited only qualitative reasoning. As mentioned in the
section that discussed NEWTON, AMES differs from this paradigm since it derives its
state transition. information from quantitative reasoning about mathematical models,
and the ranges over which they hold. Like AMES, however, the CLOCK project
reasoned about changes in contact configurations. An interesting feature of AMES's
approach, however, is that the model components associated with contact give explicit
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justification for why it is useful to look at mechanics in these terms.
5.5 Novak: Physics Problem Solving Project
Gordon Novak and his students at the University of Texas at Austin have been work-
ing on various aspects of reasoning about mechanics, including a reasoning paradigm
that depends on problem decomposition and re-representation as its primary feature
[19]. Domain knowledge in this scheme consists of stored solutions to primitive prob-
lem types, legal re-representations, and heuristics for selecting useful decompositions
and problem re-representations.
The advantages this approach offers is that it allows one to give a system reasoning
abilities at different levels of abstraction by giving it solved problems at multiple levels.
This approach could help reduce the amount of computation required to understand
commonly encountered complex problems. In contrast, AMES always builds models
from its library of primitive model components. The reasoning task therefore grows
with the complexity of the physical scenarios under analysis.
The strength of AMES' focus on always applying basic mechanics principles, how-
ever, is that it achieves wide coverage of the domain. It can always generate models
to describe scenarios composed of objects that it understands. On the other hand, it
is much less clear what portion of a domain that a particular set of stock problems
solutions covers, and whether it is possible for a practically sized set of stock solutions
to cover a useful range of behavior.
Another problem with the problem decomposition and re-representation approach
is that it is currently unclear what methods can identify appropriate problem transfor-
mations. Without these, the paradigm is not very effective. Nevertheless, it remains
an interesting approach for research: one that is quite complementary to that used
by AMES. Powerful problem solving behavior might come from a system that could
effectively decompose and re-represent physical reasoning problems, solve any sub-
problems that match stock solutions, and apply algebraic simulation to those that
remain.
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5.6 Addanki, Falkenhainer, Nayak: Modeling
Since much of the research surrounding AMES focused on constructing mathematical
models of physical systems, it is important to note how the project is different from
other work that shares this same general task description [1] [11] [2] [24].
There are two major ways that AMES differs from most research in modeling.
'The first major difference is that much of the research on building models focuses on
·techniques for selecting appropriate models for reasoning about particular phenom-
ena. For example, digital and analog circuit designers often use different transistor
:models. The reason is that the two groups exploits different aspects of transistor
behavior. Choosing an appropriate model for analysis is therefore an important step
:in physical reasoning.
Appropriate models must describe all aspects of the phenomena that one is inter-
ested in, with the amount of accuracy that problems require. The most comprehensive
and detailed models, however, may be computationally expensive to use, and may
obscure high level features.
AMES does not address the model selection task since each kind of object and
interaction in its domain has only a single canonical model of behavior. AMES
and other works on modeling do, however, share similar approaches to assembling
:mathematical models for physical systems: they all work by composing models of
the individual behaviors and interactions of systems' constituent elements. A conse-
quence of this common approach is that AMES' model component system for domain
knowledge representation is similar to schemes used in related research [11] [24].
What distinguishes AMES' modeling task from similar research, however, is its
focus on spatial reasoning. In many domains, for instance elementary electrical cir-
cuit analysis, the task of building models of physical systems is quite simple: each
component has its own model, and the model of the system as a whole consists of
all the component models, plus uniform equations that describe the connectivity of
the components. Basic models for many mechanical devices also display this kind of
simplicity, due to the regularity of their engineered behavior.
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The spatial reasoning in introductory mechanics scenarios produces interesting
complexity in two ways, however. First, in this domain, each object has a large
number of different ways to interact with other objects. For example, determining
the effects of a contact between rigid bodies depends on the exact geometry of that
contact. In contrast, electrical components typically interact through limited numbers
of ports. Second, the patterns of interactions in classical mechanics are in general
constantly changing. As objects move, interactions such as contact appear, disappear,
and change character. This necessitates reasoning that can parameterize models
to cover ranges of different behavior, understand the limits of those models, and
update them when change is necessary. Much of what makes AMES and the algebraic
simulation paradigm interesting relates to the way they address these demands.
5.7 Sacks and Joskowicz: Computational Kine-
matics
Research on "Computational Kinematics" [25] by Sacks and Joskowicz shares many
features in common with AMES; however, their focus was much more specialized.
The goal of that project was to create kinematic models of mechanical devices. This
is different from the scope of AMES' task since AMES deals with unconstrained.
configurations of objects, and uses complete reasoning about dynamics.
The methods that Sacks and Joskowicz developed can generate mathematical
models that describe the motions of the parts of a wide variety of mechanisms from
their geometry. Another similarity to AMES, in approach, is that they create models
of systems by composing models of their components' behaviors (for mechanism kine-
matics, these behaviors are pairwise motion constraints). Furthermore, like AMES,
their methods handle the changes in models that result from change in mechanical
part contact configurations.
Since the domain of mechanism kinematics, though complex, is a highly con-
strained subset of mechanics, the methods they used are difficult to compare to
AMES except at the highest level. Reasoning efficiently about mechanism kinematics
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requires special exploitation of the constraints that engineers design into their ma-
chines. Therefore, while the approach used in AMES is quite general, it is impractical
for reasoning about the types of the problems that Sacks and Joskowicz attacked in
their project. Conversely, methods for reasoning about machine kinematics are too
specialized to be of much use in reasoning about unconstrained classical mechanics
problems.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In my opinion, this thesis contributes to the field of physical reasoning in two ways.
First, it presents a powerful paradigm for predicting physical behaviors that addresses
some of the most important limitations in the qualitative reasoning methods that
have become popular in recent years. Second, this project offers several insights into
formally representing knowledge about mechanics.
The algebraic simulation paradigm demonstrated in AMES is significant in several
ways. One of its most important contributions is that it offers a fresh perspective on
the roles of quantitative and qualitative reasoning. Qualitative reasoning in algebraic
simulation is a method for constructing mathematical models, while quantitative
reasoning handles inferences about systems' evolution. This architecture allows pro-
grams to reason about highly complex interactions, without the crippling ambiguity
that purely qualitative approaches typically encounter. At the same, time, algebraic
simulation retains many of the key benefits of qualitative reasoning. For example, al-
gebraic methods allows algebraic simulations to abstract over ambiguities in scenario
descriptions, and generalize over ranges of parameter values.
Another significant contribution of the algebraic simulation paradigm is that it
presents a method for constructing mathematical descriptions of physical systems
in domains, like mechanics, that cannot be described by fixed topology networks
of lumped parameter elements. The features of algebraic simulation that support
this power include: a modular decomposition of physical knowledge that reflects the
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structure of mathematical models in the reasoning domain; and the ability to both
predict the limits of scenario models and update them when their evolution crosses
these boundaries.
In terms of the significance of this thesis in providing insights into effectively
capturing mechanics domain knowledge, perhaps the most important contribution is
the model component representational framework. Lucid representations result from
the demands of both describing physical behaviors in a modular fashion, and using
these descriptions to construct mathematical models of physical systems. Model
components make explicit the situations in which represented behaviors arise, the
system attributes that such behaviors influence, and the precise relationship that
exists between those attributes.
In addition, the discussion surrounding the AMES program offers several specific
ideas for capturing and organizing mechanics knowledge. The program's knowledge-
base, in particular, gives special insight into characterizing rigid body dynamics: an
important subset of the domain.
Looking toward the future, work on this project has raised a large number of
issues in physical reasoning, especially the automated analysis of mechanics. In the
immediate future, an interesting project would be to construct a program that in-
corporates many of the suggestions for improvement to AMES. Such a project would
be able to evaluate and expand upon the suggestions this thesis makes for represent-
ing additional mechanics knowledge; examine efficiency issues in reasoning about the
mathematical models that simulations generate; and explore how to apply simulation
to various classes of problem solving. Other areas for future exploration could include
model selection, problem decomposition, and applications of simulation in design.
To conclude, therefore, this thesis presents an initial look at a paradigm for phys-
ical reasoning that combines qualitative and quantitative reasoning in a somewhat
novel fashion that offers interesting advantages over methods that are currently pop-
ular. This technique is especially useful for reasoning about the complex interactions
present in domains such as classical mechanics, and research on this project has gen-
erated several suggestions for how knowledge about that domain can be represented
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in an effective manner.
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